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Docket Item # lo  
Development Special Use Permit #2004-0028 
6101 & 6125 Stevenson Avenue - Residential 

Purpose of Application 
The applicant proposes to consolidate two contiguous lots and develop the consolidated parcel 
as a mixed-use lot by maintaining an existing office building and constructing a 12 1 unit multi- 
family building. The applicant requests development special use permit approval to allow an 
additional 20% of floor area ratio and density for the provision of affordable housing and an 
increase in height. 
Special Use Permits and Modifications Requested: 
1) Special Use Permit for a 20% increase in the floor area ratio and density pursuant to Section 
7-700 of the Zoning Ordinance; and 
2) Special Use Permit to increase the height from 50 to 77 feet. 

Application 

Project Name: 
Stevenson Avenue 

Location: 
6101 & 6125 Stevenson 
Avenue 

Applicant: 
Steven A. Hansen, LLC and 
W WIV Stevenson Ave, 
LLC by M. Catharine 
Puskar, attorney 

Staff Recommendation: APPROVAL WITH CONDITIONS 
Staff Reviewers: Patricia Escher, AICP Patricia.Escher(ii%alexandriava.mv 

Jessica Ryan, AICP Jessica.RvanO,alexandriava.~ov 

PLANNING COMMISSION ACTION, APRIL 7, 2009: On a motion by Mr. Jennings, 
seconded by Ms. Fossum, the Planning Commission voted to recommend approval of DSUP 
#2004-0028, subject to compliance with all applicable codes, ordinances, staff 
recommendations and conditions, as amended. The Planning Commission amended condition 
25 to state: "The area of the limits of disturbance and clearing for the site shall be limited to the 
areas as generally depicted on the preliminary site plan dated January 16, 2009 and reduced if 

General 
PC Hearing: 
CC Hearing: 
If approved, DSUP 
Expiration: 

Plan Acreage: 

Zone: 

Proposed Use: 
Dwelling Units: 

Gross Floor Area: 

Small Area Plan: 
Historic District: 

Green Building: 

Data 
April 7,2009 
April 18,2009 

April 18,20 12 (36 months) 

Site A: 39,193 SF (.90 acre) 
Site B: 46,655 SF (1.07 acres) 
Total: 85,848 SF (1.97 acres) 
Office Commercial -Medium 
OCM(50) 
Residential with existing office 
121 units 
Residential: 103,696 SF 
Office: 80,000 SF 
Landmark - Van Dorn 
N/A 

Project will achieve a minimum 
of 26 LEED points 
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possible to retain existing trees and grades. There will be additional site disturbance for this 
installation of the trail on the western portion of the property to be field verified." The 
condition was amended per the April 7, 2009 memorandum from the Department of Planning 
and Zoning, which noted a technical correction. The motion carried on a vote of 7 to 0. 

Reason: The Planning Commission agreed with the staff analysis and recommendations. 

Speakers: 

Mr. Robert Rapanut, President of the Sentinel at Landmark Board of Directors, expressed 
concern with traffic and pedestrian safety, specifically at the intersection of Stevenson Avenue 
and Yoakum Parkway. Mr. Rapanut requested that the applicant h n d  a traffic signal at the 
intersection and that the City reduce the speed limit on Stevenson Avenue from 35 miles per 
hour to 30 miles per hour. 

Ms. Annabelle Fisher, a resident of 5001 Seminary Road, expressed concerns with parking on 
Stevenson Avenue, the proposed cost of the affordable units and the lack of project financing. 
Ms. Fisher also recommended that the City consider installing a three-way stop at the 
intersection of Stevenson Avenue and Yoakum Parkway. 
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I. SUMMARY 

A. Recommendation 

Staff recommends approval of the development special use permit, with site plan, and lot 
consolidation to allow the construction of a multifamily building in the OCM (50) zone. Staff 
believes that the proposed application provides an opportunity to maintain an existing office 
building and construct a residential building on an infill site in close proximity to both office and 
commercial uses. Furthermore, the proposed development is compatible in height, mass and 
scale to the surrounding buildings and offers an opportunity to enhance the Stevenson Avenue 
streetscape, a gateway to development anticipated in the Landmark-Van Dom Corridor Plan 
planning area. 

Discussion topics include: 

Consistency with the master plan for this area; 
Increase in height, FAR and density for the provision of affordable housing; 
Building design and environmental sustainability; 
The site topography and proposed retaining walls; and 
Traffic impacts. 

B. Project Description 

The applicant, Matan Asset Management, requests approval of a development special use permit, 
with site plan to construct a 6-story multifamily building with 121 residential units and three 
levels of partially below-grade parking on Stevenson Avenue in the Landmark - Van Dom area 
of the City. The applicant proposes to consolidate two existing lots, retain an existing 7-story 
ofice building and a portion of the associated parking structure on the eastem parcel and 
construct the multifamily building on the westem parcel. With this proposal, the applicant 
requests approval of the following: 

Consolidation of two existing lots (610 1 and 6 125 Stevenson Avenue); 
Development special use permit with site plan for an increase in height from 50 to 77 
feet; and 
Development special use permit for a 20 percent increase in floor area ratio and density 
for the provision of affordable housing, 

Staff supports the proposed development as the applicant has mitigated many of the site 
constraints by demolishing a portion of the existing parking structure and removing the property 
line / consolidating the lots. These two changes enable the development to shift to the east and 
create a compact urban design. The proposal is consistent with the City's adopted* and 
policies and is providing a high quality residential development that is coqpatifi  with the 
swo- neighborhood. While staff supports the o v e d  plan, therem-camems witit the 
steep slopes and the height of the proposed retaining walk which are dbn ixd  

- .-, 
in greater detail 

in the body of t.k report Staff contends that these i.PQflPS may be alleviated through some 
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specific recommendations such as incorporating best management practices to reduce slope 
disturbance and providing enhanced landscaping to soften the solid masonry walls currently 
proposed. 

11. BACKGROUND 

A. Site Context 

The proposed development site is located at the western edge of the City on Stevenson Avenue, 
southwest of the Landmark Mall. The site consists of two contiguous parcels bordered by the 
Key Towers apartment building to the north, the Landmark Towers apartment building to the 
east, Stevenson Avenue to the south and the Olympus Condominiums to the west. Overall, the 
area surrounding the site is characterized by high-rise residential apartment buildings; however a 
mixture of office and commercial uses are located along Duke Street in close proximity to 
Landmark Mall. 

The easternmost parcel, 6101 Stevenson Avenue, is approximately one acre and consists of an 
existing office building, an above-grade parking structure and surface parking. Constructed in 
1985, prior to the adoption of the 1992 Zoning Ordinance, the building is considered a legal, 
non-complying structure, as it complies with the C-2 zone requirements of the 1963 Zoning 
Ordinance. 

The adjacent parcel, 6125 Stevenson Avenue, is approximately 0.90 acres and consists of a 52- 
space surface parking lot in an "L" configuration. The parcel is trapezoidal in shape, with a 
curved western property line which decreases the width of the property in the north. In addition 
to the unique shape, the parcel is also characterized by steep slopes, particularly along the 
western side of the property. These slopes descend fairly quickly, with some of the grades in an 
excess of 30%. The grade differential from the eastern parcel to the western parcel is substantial, 
decreasing approximately 46 vertical feet from the eastern to the western property lines. The 
unique lot configuration and the steep slopes pose challenges when attempting to redevelop the 
property. 

B. Project Evolution 

In July 2004, the applicant submitted a proposal to the City for a six-story multi-family building 
and a three-level parking structure at 6125 Stevenson Avenue. The proposed building was set 
back from the street and provided a suburban street edge, rather than the pedestrian street wall 
typical of redevelopment projects in the City. The first two levels of the proposed parking 
structure were at or above grade and the roof of the parking 'structure was designed to serve as a 
raised plaza with a water feature which cascaded to the street. The proposed site design also 
included two wide curb cuts along Stevenson Avenue. Due to the suburban character of the 
initial proposal, staff suggested that the applicant consider aredesign of the project. 
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The applicant reevaluated the site design and submitted a second conceptual design. The second 
design was a substantial improvement, as the proposed parking structure was located entirely 
below grade. However, staff remained concerned with the building design, site layout, and the 
amount of site disturbance, particularly along the steep slopes. 

In an effort to reduce site disturbance, staff recommended that the applicant redesign the building 
configuration to predominantly occupy the relatively flat topography on the eastern portion of 
the site. However, upon further analysis, it was evident that the site design was limited by the 
existing property line, the small parking structure at the rear of the existing office building and 
the close proximity of the two separate site entrances proposed - one entrance to serve the 
proposed residential building and the second existing entrance to serve the existing office 
building. 

As the project evolved, staff and the applicant discussed the consolidation of 6101 and 6125 
Stevenson Avenue. The consolidation of the two parcels was a benefit to the overall site design 
as it eliminated the need for a second site entrance. Also, the consolidation allowed the applicant 
to remove a portion of the existing parking structure, redesign the proposed building in an "L" 
configuration and provide shared parking for the existing office and proposed residential uses. 
This design approach, particularly the configuration of the building, limited disturbance on the 
steep slopes and created more of an urban street wall on Stevenson Avenue. 

Over the last few months, the applicant has worked with staff to refine the proposed building 
design and site layout as well as further reduce the amount of site disturbance. 

111. PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

The applicant requests approval to consolidate two parcels, maintain the existing office building 
and construct a 121-unit multi-family residential building with undeiground parking. The 
proposed 6-story building primarily consists of studio, one- and two-bedroom units. The 
underground parking structure is three levels and provides approximately 230 parking spaces for 
shared use by the new residential building and the existing office building. Due to the steep 
topography of the site, retaining walls of varying heights are proposed at the perimeter of the 
residential building. 

The applicant proposes to maintain the existing site entrance on Stevenson Avenue and introduce 
a landscaped island in the center of the drive aisle to reduce the amount of pavement and provide 
visual interest. Three compact parking spaces are proposed near the site entrance to provide 
short-term parking for visitors and deliveries. 

With this proposal, the applicant requests approval of a development special use permit with site 
plan for an increase in height fiom 50 to 77 feet, as permitted by Section 4-900 of the Zoning 
Ordinance. In addition, the applicant requests approval of a 20% increase in floor area ratio and 
density for the provision of affordable housing, per Sedion 7-700 of the Zoning Ordinance. 
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IV. ZONING 

Table 1 : Zoning Table 
Property Address: 6 101 & 6125 Stevenson Avenue 

Tax Map # 047.03.-04-0 1 ; 047.03-04-02 
Total Site Area: 1.97 acres or 85,848 sq. ft. 
Zone: OCM (50) 

I Current Use: Office Building & Surface Parking Lot 1 
Proposed Use: 121 -Unit Residential Building and Existing Office Building 

PermittedIRequired SUP Proposed 
FAR 

Buffer 

1.5 1.8 1.8 
128,772 S.F. 154,526 154,526 
NA NA 

Setbacks 
Front - N/A 
Side N/ A 
Rear N/A 

Parking 
Office Use: 144 
Residential Use: 172 
Visitor 26 

2.2' 
12.65' and 6'(existing) 
1.84' 

Total: 342 spaces 
Loading spaces: N/ A 

355 spaces 
0 

I I 
* 122 office spaces located on the surface and in existing parking garage and 22 office spaces 
located in proposed parking garage 

V. STAFF ANALYSIS 

A. Landmark - Van Dorn Small Area Plan 

The Landmark - Van Dorn Small Area Plan, originally adopted in 1988, envisioned the area near 
the intersection of Stevenson Avenue and South Whiting Street as a commercial cluster, 
primarily consisting of small office buildings. Over the last two decades, the vision for this area 
of the City evolved, particularly with the February 2009 adoption of the Landmark-Van Dorn 
Corridor Plan. 

The Limdmmk-Van Dorn Corridor Plan envisions the establishment of a mixad--community 
largely eoncentrated within .two mixed-used centers: the West. End Town Center and Pickett 
Place. The proposed devebgpmerd *.is located approxumtdy,200 feet from South Whiting 
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Street - the western boundary of the planning area - and approximately one-half mile from the 
proposed West End Town Center. Due to the close proximity of the site to the Corridor Planning 
Area, staff believes it is necessary to consider how the proposed project responds to the planning 
principles, guidelines and recommendations of the Corridor Plan. 

Mixture of Uses 

The Corridor Plan establishes a framework to transform the Landmark-Van Dorn area into a 
vibrant, mixed-use community. While the mixture of uses is primarily focused within the West 
End Town Center and Pickett Place, the proposed development project is also mixed-use and 
offers an opportunity to maintain an existing office building and construct residential units in 
close proximity to both office and commercial uses. 

Furthermore, redevelopment Block B, which is located approximately 200 feet from the site, is 
considered an ideal location for Class A office development, primarily due to the site's high 
elevation and visibility from Interstate 395. The proposed development complements the vision 
proposed in Block B, as it maintains an existing office building. Likewise, the residential units 
proposed provide housing opportunities to office employees as well as add activity to the area 
during non-office hours. 

Pedestrian Connections 

The Landmark-Van Dorn Corridor Plan stresses the importance of enhanced pedestrian routes 
which provide connections to transit, activity centers, neighborhoods, open space and community 
facilities. To achieve enhanced pedestrian connections, the applicant has worked with staff to 
improve the Stevenson Avenue streetscape by providing a landscape strip adjacent to the curb, a 
six-foot concrete sidewalk and new street trees. To ensure further improvements to the 
Stevenson Avenue streetscape, staff has included recommendations requiring the applicant to 
continue the landscape strip and concrete sidewalk the entire length of the consolidated property 
as well as install new street trees. 

The applicant has also worked with staff to provide a pedestrian path along the western side of 
the property to potentially allow a future pedestrian connection - through City property - to 
Duke Street. 

Environmentallv and Economicallv Sustainable Development 

Consistent with the goals and principles of the Corridor Plan, the proposed development is both 
environmentally and economically sustainable. As previously mentioned, the preservation and 
protection of the steep slopes on the site is a significant component of the overall site design. 
The building is positioned in an "L" configuration to limit disturbance of the steep slopes, 
particularly on the western side of the property. In addition, the a p p h t  agrees to pursue 26 
points toward LEED Certification, a bqdymrk emphasized in the P h  as well as other City 
policies. 
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Finally, compatible with both the Corridor Plan and the Economic Sustainability Report, the 
proposed development project maintains an existing office use which provides employment 
opportunities and contributes to the City's commercial tax base. 

B. Increase in Height, Floor Area Ratio and Density 

The applicant requests approval of a development special use permit to increase the height on the 
site from 50 feet to 77 feet, consistent with Section 4-905 of the Zoning Ordinance. The 
additional height requested by the applicant is consistent withthe surrounding heights, including 
the existing office building which is approximately 78 feet. Further, many of the surrounding 
properties, primarily occupied by high-rise residential buildings are approximately 150 feet in 
height. 

In addition to the heights of the surrounding buildings, it is also important to note that the overall 
building design reduces the perceived height of the building. Discussed in further detail in the 
building design section of the report, the base and the top of the building are designed to step- 
down as the grade transitions along the western side of the property. This architectural technique 
reduces the perceived height by establishing a relationship with the topography. 

With this application, the applicant also requests approval of a 20 percent increase in floor area 
ratio (FAR) and density for the provision of affordable housing per Section 7-700 of the Zoning 
Ordinance. The 20 percent increase is equivalent to an additional 25,754 square feet of floor 
area and 6.97 units on the site - a total FAR of 1.8 (154,526 square feet which includes 68,186 
square feet of existing office) and 61.42 units per acre. 

As the applicant proposes to consolidate two contiguous lots and maintain an existing office 
building, it is necessary to consider the total area of the consolidated lot as well as the square 
footage of the existing office building in the FAR calculation. The consolidated lot is 
approximately 85,848 square feet and the existing office building is approximately 68,186 net 
square feet, resulting in a development potential of over 60,000 square feet. However, per 
Section 7-700, the applicant can achieve a 20 percent increase in FAR for the provision of 
affordable housing, or a total of 86,340 net square feet. 

Similar to height, it is necessary to evaluate increased FAR and density by considering the mass 
and scale in the context of the neighborhood. As previously mentioned, the surrounding 
properties are primarily occupied by high-rise residential buildings with little articulation to 
reduce the perceived height, mass and scale. The applicant has worked with staff to reduce the 
mass and scale, particularly as perceived from the pedestrian view, by creating a well-defined 
building hierarchy and continuing design features such as vertical banding and trim to the ground 
level. The terracing of the building base and top further reduce the mass and scale perceived 
from the public right-of-way. 

As the proposed development project is consistent with the character of the s- 
neighborhood, staff supports f& increase in Eight, FAR and density requested by theapgdkmt 
for the pn,-of a&--busing. 
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C. Building Design 

Over the last few years, the applicant has worked with staff to refine the development proposal, 
from the site layout to the overall building design. During that time, the proposal has evolved 
substantially, particularly due to the refinement of the drive court and the building entrance area. 
As a result of these refinements, the proposed building has transitioned from suburban to urban 
in character and largely complies with the City's design principles. 

The overall building design is expressed through a series of alternating bays - framed and 
doubled punched brick- with a strong vertical character which transition to a six-story entrance 
feature at the southeast comer of the building. The comer feature consists of metal, glass and 
white trim, enclosed in a dark face brick which transitions to the double punched brick bay 
accented by white trim. The framed bay, which consists of glass and white trim, is accented with 
terraces at the building base and top. The terraces at the building base provide activity at the 
street level and create a relationship between the building and the sidewalk. 

The proposed building has a well defined hierarchy of the base, middle and top which is 
designed to relate to the topography of the site. The base of the building transitions from one to 
two stories with the slope of the site and a strong cornice line with a metal trellis separates the 
base from the middle of the building. The middle of the building is primarily characterized by 
alternating bays and is expressed as three, four or five stories, with the five story expression 
located closest to the curved entrance feature. A subtle cornice line provides the transition 
between the middle and the top of the building. The top of the building, also expressed as either 
one or two stories, consists of painted cementitious panels, a series of double windows, building 
accent lighting and metal roof features. 

D. Green Building and Sustainable Design 

With the ever growing awareness of the impacts our built environment has locally and globally, 
the City has recently adopted an Eco-City Charter which encourages sustainable design 
techniques. As the City continues to develop andor redevelop properties, it is imperative that 
we take these opportunities to use innovative techniques and reduce the environmental footprint 
of development. One method of sustainable design is the attainment of an environmental 
certification that integrates compact, smart growth urbanism and green building techniques into 
the design. 

As the desire for sustainable development continues to grow, so do the different types of 
environmental certifications. Some certifications are intended for commercial development, 
such as Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) while others are proposed for 
residential construction, such as Earthcraft. These certification systems have a variety of 
criteria from which each proposal can be scored and evaluated. Some techniques include the use 
of recycled materials, use of msterials that do not require vast amounts of energy to produce or 
maintain and & use of refkdhwmf miterkh to reduce the amount of heat absorbed. 

Consistent w i h  the City's policy to incorporate sustainable -+&n teem in neslv 

development, %he applicant's design team includes a Leadership in Energy a$ l i h v i r o h  
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Design Accredited Professional (LEED-AP). The applicant has agreed to integrate sustainable 
site design and building techniques in the development and has agreed to achieve 26 points 
toward LEED for New Construction Certification. 

E. Steep Slopes and Retaining Walls 

Although the applicant worked with staff to substantially reduce the disturbance of the steep 
slopes, the development of the site continues to require retaining walls around the perimeter of 
the proposed building. The proposed retaining walls range in height from 2 to 20 feet along the 
western portion of the property and up to 10 feet along Stevenson Avenue. 

The height and design of the proposed retaining walls is an issue of concern to staff, particularly 
at the pedestrian level on Stevenson Avenue and from the public right-of-way. To alleviate these 
concerns, the applicant has extended the architectural design elements expressed in the building 
faqade to the base of the retaining walls. For example, elements such as brick, metal banding 
and trim extend from the main building faqade to the grade level in an effort to add visual 
interest and articulation as well as emphasize the base of the building at the pedestrian level. 

The height of the retaining walls located on the western portion of the property also present a 
concern to staff. In an effort to reduce the perceived size of these retaining walls, staff has 
included a recommendation requiring the applicant to either design and construct vegetated 
retaining walls or integrate the wall into the building's architectural design and provide an 
enhanced level of landscaping to soften the appearance of the walls. 

F. Open Space 

Residential development within the OCM (50) zone is required to provide 40 percent of the lot 
area as open and usable space, which may include landscaped roofs or terraces. As the applicant 
proposes to consolidate two existing lots, staff determined that the applicant must provide 40 
percent of the consolidated lot area as open and usable space or request a modification. 
However, upon further analysis, the applicant and staff determined that the area occupied by the 
existing building and parking structure -to remain in the proposed development - cannot be 
removed to serve as open space and should be subtracted from the consolidated lot area for the 
purposes of calculating the required open space; similar to the methodology used to calculate the 
floor area ratio permitted on the site. 

Based on the aforementioned calculation (lot area - existing office building and parking 
stqcture) the applicant is required to provide approximately 24,700 square feet of open and 
usable space. The applicant has provided approximately 24,780 s q w e  feet of open space, or 40 
percent. 

Although the applicant has technically achieved the open space requirement, it is important to 
note that the site is constrained by steep topography, a unique lot configuration, an existing 
0& building and cpa.sxMng lrarking structure. Due to them mtra in t s ,  some of the open 
 ape^? provicUkHOt.tite iinx&OnaL apen qmce @pica& rwnrirrr) in-new dev- within the 
City. Rather, some of the areas proposed as open space primarily m e  as a means to preserve 
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and protect the steep slopes located on the western portion of the property and provide visual 
enjoyment to residents and office employees. 

G. Lot Consolidation 

As previously mentioned, the applicant has proposed the consolidation of two adjoining parcels, 
6101 and 6125 Stevenson Avenue. These two parcels were originally a single lot and a phased 
development proposal for the site was approved in 1984. The first phase of the development, the 
existing office building and surface parking lot, were completed in 1986; however the second 
phase of development, approved in the location of the surface parking lot, was never constructed. 
Between 1984 and 1993, the parcel was subdivided into the current configuration. 
Unfortunately, the City's records failed to indicate when the subdivision actually occurred. 

While the existing office building is a legal, non-complying structure, the consolidation of the 
lots does not increase the non-compliance of the building. Therefore, staff supports the lot 
consolidation as it creates a more pedestrian-friendly development by enabling the proposed 
residential building to be shifted to the east, removing a curb cut and creating a courtyard 
between the proposed and existing buildings. 

H. Affordable Housing 

The Affordable Housing Plan proposed by the applicant consists of two components consistent 
with the conclusions of the Developer's Housing Contribution Policy Work Group: a voluntary 
cash contribution, and nine on-site affordable housing units pursuant to the bonus density 
provisions of Section 7-700 of the Zoning Ordinance. The nine recommended affordable 
housing units constitute 7.4 percent of the 121 units in the project. 

In light of the Council-accepted recommendation of the Affordable Housing Initiatives Work 
Group, in its Interim Report, that "building on-site units should be carefully evaluated on a case 
by case basis and only utilized as part of larger affordable housing goals (e.g. scattered site 
housing project) or when the opportunity for new units is significant, either locationally or 
numerically," staff would have preferred a cash contribution or other alternative to on-site units. 
However, the Zoning Ordinance requires the provision of on-site units when bonus density is 
provided for a residential project, and does not currently allow for other alternatives. Staff plans 
to propose a text amendment to allow cash contributions and off-site units, but only after the 
soon-to-be-created work group on developer housing contributions has had an opportunity to 
make its recommendations concerning such alternative contributions. 

Staff recommendations were developed to allow for the conversion of units to cash if the Zoning 
Ordinance so allows in time to be applicable to this project. In order to provide some degree of 
clarity as to the amount of the cash contribution for this project, without knowing what is likely 
to be adopted based on the recommendations of the new work group, staff and the applicant have 
agreed on a calculation method specifically for this development, and have & d e r  agreed that 
the conversioll of the busing contribution to cash would occur only by mutual agr- 
between t h ~  k e f q m  and the City. - - - 
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I. Parking 

The Zoning Ordinance requires approximately 342 parking spaces for the office and residential 
uses, including 15 percent (26 spaces) for residential visitors. The applicant proposes to provide 
355 parking spaces in a combination of garage and surface spaces including the existing two- 
level parking structure, the proposed three-level parking structure and surface parking spaces. 
Consistent with the parking requirements of the Zoning Ordinance, the applicant has proposed to 
provide 172 residential spaces, 144 office spaces, 36 visitor spaces and 3 spaces for reserved for 
deliveries near the site entrance. 

J. Traffic 

In order to evaluate the potential traffic impacts associated with the proposed development, the 
applicant submitted a traffic impact analysis prepared by Wells and Associates. The analysis 
summarized the existing traffic conditions, forecasted 2011 traffic conditions without the 
proposed development and forecasted 201 1 conditions with the proposed development. The 
forecasted conditions included existing traffic volumes and a regional growth rate of 3 percent. 
Major redevelopment projects anticipated in the Landmark - Van Dom Corridor Plan were not 
included in the traffic analysis as no significant redevelopment was expected to occur by 201 1. 

Though the site is well served by both DASH and Metrobus, the traffic analysis did not include 
adjustments for non-auto trips in order to provide a conservative estimate of the traffic impacts 
associated with the proposed development. However, based on information provided by City 
staff, the non-auto mode share - including bus, walking and bicycling - is approximately 14 
percent in this area of the City. 

Based on the findings of the traffic impact analysis, the proposed development (not including the 
existing office building) is anticipated to generate 63 moming peak hour trips, 74 evening peak 
hour trips and a total of 797 daily trips at project completion. The traffic impact analysis also 
analyzed a series of intersections in the immediate vicinity of the site and developed conclusions 
based on the existing traffic conditions, future conditions without the proposed development and 
future conditions with the proposed development. The traffic analysis results are summarized in 
Table 2. 

Table 2: Level of Service and Delavs for Kev Intersections 

I Development 1 Development 1 
Level of Service (delays in seconds/vehicle) 
AM I PM I AM I PM I AM I PM 

1 Stevenson Avenue and Yoakum j B(13.7) j B(14.3) j C(15.0) j C(16.5) j C(15.1) j C(16.6) 11 
Parkway 
Stevenson Avenue and South 
Whiting Street 
Stevenson Avenue and South 

B(19.5) 

B(16.0) 

C(24.0) 

C(20.9) 

C(208) 

B(17.1) 

C(26.7) 

C(23.7) 

C(2 1 .l) 

B(17.6) 

C(29.4) 

C(25.1) 1 
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Based on the findings in the traffic analysis, Wells and Associates recommend improvements at 
the intersection of Stevenson Avenue and Yoakum Parkway. These improvements consist of 
reducing the curb radius at the southwest corner of the intersection and realignment of the 
existing eastern crosswalk and in-pavement pedestrian crossing warning lights. Staff supports 
these recommended improvements, as the reduced curb radius will improve pedestrian flow and 
accessibility at the intersection. 

In addition to the improvements at the intersection of Stevenson Avenue and Yoakum Parkway 
recommended in the traffic study, the applicant has agreed to install countdown pedestrian 
signals and ADA accessible pedestrian pushbuttons at the intersection of Stevenson Avenue and 
South Whiting Street. There have been two pedestrian crashes at the intersection over the. past 
four years, and staff strongly supports the installation of countdown signals and push buttons as a 
mitigation measure at this intersection. 

Overall, the traffic impact analysis concluded that the development would have a minimal impact 
to the roadways and intersections surrounding the site and slightly increase delays at the 
intersections within the study area. 

VI. COMMUNITY 

The applicant contacted the Olympus Condominium Unit Owners Association, the Sentinel of 
Landmark Condominium, Landmark Towers, Tuscany Apartments, AIMCO Key Towers and the 
Cameron Station Board with regard to this proposal. The applicant mailed a letter to each of the 
aforementioned community organizations, which provided a brief project description. In 
response to the letter, the Cameron Station Board and the Olympus Condominium Unit Owners 
Association requested a meeting with the applicant. 

The applicant met with the Cameron Station Board on February 9, 2009 and Board members 
generally expressed their support of the proposed project. While the Board members supported 
the project overall, some members expressed concern with the proposed pedestrian path along 
the western side of the property - specifically the maintenance of the proposed pedestrian path - 
and questioned if traffic impacts were considered during the staff review. 

The applicant also met with the Olympus Condominium Unit Owners Association on March 18, 
2009 at the Olympus Condominiums. Residents of the Sentinel of Landmark Condominiums 
were invited to attend to the meeting. During the meeting, residents expressed concerns with the 
proposal, particularly identifying parking and traffic as issues of concern in the neighborhood. 

While the availability of on-street parking is a significant issue of concern to the community, 
staff believes that the applicant has seught to mkixpize impacts to the neighborhood by 
exceedkg t h e ' m g  required by the 2 h h g  Ordinance. The Zoniug Ordimmce muires the 
applicant to provide 342 parking- tbaccommodate ' ' ''+-mi& dik employees and- 
visitors and the applicant ~aroposes to-prwide 355 parking spaces. Further, as thapoposed 
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parking structure accommodates residential and office spaces, approximately 22 additional 
spaces are available in the proposed parking structure to accommodate the residential units 
during non-office hours. 

Staff recognizes that traffic in the Landmark-Van Dorn area of the City is congested during peak 
hours, particularly due to regional traffic volumes on the major transportation corridors. 
Although the proposed development site is not located within the Landmark-Van Dorn Corridor 
Planning Area, staff believes that many of the transportation improvements proposed in the 
recently adopted plan - including the development of an interconnected street network - will 
reduce the congestion in this area of the City. 

Furthermore, the. traffic impact analysis prepared by Wells and Associates concluded that the 
proposed development would have minimal impact to the roadways and intersections 
surrounding the site and slightly increase delays at intersections within the study area. In an 
effort to address these slight increases, the applicant agreed to provide pedestrian improvements 
at the intersections of Stevenson Avenue and Yoakum Parkway and Stevenson Avenue and 
South Whiting Street to enhance walkability and provide safe pedestrian connections to services 
and transit opportunities. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Staff recommends approval of the development special use permit with site plan subject to 
compliance with all applicable codes and the following staff recommendations. 

Staff: Faroll Harner, Director, Planning and Zoning; 
Gwen Wright, Chief, Development; 
Patricia Escher, AICP, Principal Planner; 
Jessica Ryan, AICP, Urban Planner. 
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Figure I :  Proposed View from Stevenson Avenue 
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Figure3: Proposed Site Plan 
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VIII. STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. The applicant shall provide all improvements depicted on the preliminary plan dated 
January 16, 2009 and comply with the following conditions of approval. These 
conditions apply to the areas of new construction and. not to the existing office 
building. 

2. The applicant shall provide the following pedestrian improvements to the satisfaction 
of the Directors of P&Z, RP&CA and T&ES: 

a. The sidewalk on Stevenson Avenue shall be revised to provide a varied width 
planting strip of 4' to 6' wide adjacent to the curb and a six-foot unobstructed 
City Standard concrete sidewalk. The new sidewalk shall extend from the 
western accessible ramp at the intersection of Stevenson Avenue and Yoakum 
Parkway to the east property line. 

b. The concrete sidewalk shall be flush (maximum 114" change in grade) across 
the driveway crossing to provide a continual uninterrupted concrete sidewalk 
and shall transition smoothly into the existing sidewalks. 

c. The applicant shall install and maintain a field located, pervious pedestrian 
trail along the westem property line including one bench and trash can. 

d. All pedestrian improvements shall be completed prior to the issuance of a 
certificate of occupancy permit. (P&Z)(RP&CA)(T&ES) 

3. Prior to final site plan approval, the applicant shall provide $1,150 per receptacle to 
the Director of T&ES for purchase and installation of two (2) Iron Site Bethesda 
Series, Model SD-42 decorative black metal trash cans by Victor Stanley. 
Receptacles shall. be generally located along the property frontage and at strategic 
locations in the vicinity of the site as approved by the Director of T&ES. Full 
payment shall be made prior to Site Plan release. (T&ES) 

4. The applicant shall provide and install pedestrian upgrades to the signalized 
intersection of Stevenson Avenue and South Whiting Street consisting of countdown 
pedestrian signals and Prisma DAPS push buttons for all intersection approaches. The 
applicant will remove existing ramp and provide new ADA ramp to the northeast 
corner, placing ramp between the existing manhole and the existing telephone pole. 
The new ramp would serve both pedestrians crossing Whiting and pedestrians 
crossing Stevenson. The applicant will upgrade existing single ramp to current ADA 
standards at the southwest and northwest corners and upgrade existing two ramps to 
current ADA standards at the northeast comer. 

5 .  The applicant shall install and maintain ADA accessible pedestrian crossings serving 
the site. (T&ES) 
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6 .  The sidewalk along Stevenson Avenue shall remain open during construction or 
pedestrian access shall be maintained to the satisfaction of the Director of 
Transportation and Environmental Services throughout the construction of the 
project. (T&ES) 

B. STREETS / TRAFFIC 

The applicant and staff shall work together at final site plan to explore the 
possibilities of providing the following improvements to the intersection of Stevenson 
Avenue and Yoakum Parkway so long as such improvements do not require 
relocation of utilities and poles. 

a. Reduce the curb radius at the southeast corner of the Stevenson Avenue 
and Yoakum Parkway intersection by extending the curb. As part of the 
radius reduction, the applicant shall realign the existing crosswalk crossing 
Stevenson Avenue, which shall include relocation of associated ADA 
ramps. 

b. The applicant shall upgrade the existing accessible ramps at the 
intersection of Stevenson Avenue and Yoakum Parkway with truncated 
domes. 

c. The applicant shall relocate existing in-pavement warning lights to the 
realigned crosswalk or replace the in-pavement warning lights with a 
pedestrian-actuated rapid flash beacon, to be approved by the Director of 
T&ES. 

d. Provide thermoplastic pedestrian cross walks to be designed to the 
satisfaction of the Director of T&ES. (T&ES) 

8. The applicant shall enlarge the turning radius along the eastern drive entrance to 
facilitate large vehicle turning movements. (T&ES) 

9. Loading and delivery vehicles longer than 30 feet in total length (vehicles larger than 
an AASHTO Single Unit Truck) shall be prohibited from using the on site loading 
area. (T&ES) 

10. Loading and Delivery vehicles shall be prohibited from parking in the northern curb 
lane of Stevenson Avenue whenever the curb lane is functioning as a dedicated travel 
lane. (T&ES) 

11. If the City's existing public infrastructure is damaged during construction then the 
applicant shall be responsible for construction1 installation or repair of the same as 
per the City of Alexandria standards and specifications and to the satisfaction of 
Director, Transportation and Environmental Services. A pre-construction walk/suwey 
of the site shall occur with T&ES staff to document the existing conditions. (T&ES) 

12. All Traffic Control Device design plans, Work Zone Traffic Control plans, and 
Traffic Studies shall be signed and sealed by a professional engineer, registered in the 
Commonwealth of Virginia. (T&ES) 
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13. As a part of the final site plan, a Traffic Control Plan for construction detailing 
proposed controls to traffic movement, lane closures, construction entrances, haul 
routes, and storage and staging shall be provided for informational purposes. In 
addition, an amended Traffic Control Plan shall be submitted to the Director of T&ES 
along with the Building and other Permit Applications as required. The Final Site 
Plan shall include a statement "FOR INFORMATION ONLY" on the Traffic Control 
Plan Sheets. (T&ES) 

14. The slope on parking ramps to garage entrances shall not exceed 12 percent. In case 
the slope varies between 10% and 12% then the applicant shall provide a trench drain 
connected to a storm sewer to eliminate or diminish the possibility of ice forming. 
(T&ES) 

15. Show turning movements of standard vehicles in the parking garage and parking lot. 
Turning movements shall meet AASHTO vehicular guidelines and shall be to the 
satisfaction of the Director of T&ES. (T&ES) 

16. Eliminate the bus stop easement adjacent to the site. (T&ES) 

C. OPEN SPACELLANDSCAPING 

A perpetual public access easement shall be provided for the open space. This open 
space area shall be privately maintained by the applicant and or their successors to the 
satisfaction of the Director of RP&CA, until conveyance to the Condominium 
Association (COA). Upon conveyance of the open space to the Condominium 
Association, the COA shall be responsible for the maintenance of the open space. 
The terms of the maintenance agreement of the open space shall be part of the 
Condominium Association documents and covenants which shall be reviewed and 
approved by the City prior to prior to issuance of the first certificate of occupancy. 
The open space area shall be fully open to the public following the hours and 
guidelines established by the Department of RP&CA. (RP&CA) (P&Z) 

18. To the greatest extent possible, above grade utilities shall not be located highly visual 
areas within dedicated open space. The final location and screening of these utilities 
shall be reviewed and approved prior to design and installation to the satisfaction of 
the Directors of P&Z and RP&CA. (RP&CA) (P&Z) 

19. The applicant shall develop, provide, install and maintain an integrated Landscape 
Plan that is coordinated with other associated site conditions to the satisfaction of the 
Directors of P&Z and RP&CA. At a minimum the Landscape Plan shall: 

a. Provide an enhanced level of detail plantings throughout the site (in 
addition to street trees). Plantings shall include a simple mixture of 
seasonally variable, evergreen and deciduous shrubs, ornamental and 
shade trees, groundcovers and perennials that are horticulturally 
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acclimatized to the Mid-Atlantic and Washington, DC National Capital 
Region. 

b. Ensure positive drainage in all planted areas. 
c. Provide detail sections showing above and below grade conditions for 

plantings above structure. Soil depth must comply with City of 
Alexandria Landscape Guidelines. 

d. Provide planting details for all proposed conditions including street trees, 
multi-trunk trees, shrubs, perennials, and groundcovers. (P&Z)(RP&CA) 

20. The following modifications to the landscape plan and supporting drawings are 
required: 

a. Replace,Stevenson Avenue street trees along property frontage. 
b. Indicate proposed materials to be used in Emergency Turnaround. 
c. Integrate garage elevator into landscape using appropriate plantings. 
d. Provide decorative opaque gates for the trash and transformer enclosure. 

Include details of the gates in the final site plan. 
e. Show tree protection on demolition plan, E&S sheets and grading sheets. 
f. Coordinate planting details with City of Alexandria Landscape Guidelines. 
(RP&CA) 

2 1. Provide a site irrigationlwater management plan developed installed and maintained 
to the satisfaction of the Directors of RP&CA and Code Administration. 

a. Plan shall demonstrate that all parts of the site can be accessed by a 
combination of building mounted hose bibs and ground set hose 
connections. 

b. Provide external water hose bibs continuous at perimeter of building. 
Provide at least one accessible external water hose bib on all building 
sides at a maximum spacing of 90 feet apart. Provide an exhibit 
demonstrating accessible water coverage including hose bib locations and 
90' hose access radii. 

c. Hose bibs, ground set water connections and FDCs must be fully 
accessible and not blocked by plantings, site utilities or other obstructions. 

d. All lines beneath paved surfaces shall be installed as sleeved connections. 
(RP&CA) (Code Administration) 

22. Provide a palette of site furnishings such as bicycle racks, trash receptacles, and other 
associated features to the satisfaction of the Directors of RP&CA, P&Z and T&ES. 
(RP&CA)(P&Z)(T&ES) 

D. TREE PROTECTION AND PRESER VATION 

23. Provide tree protection per the City of Alexandria Landscape Guidelines for all trees 
noted to remain on the approved Preliminary Plan, except for street trees along 
Stevenson Avenue which shall be replaced. (P&Z)(RP&CA) 
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24. The applicant shall replace trees to remain that are damaged during construction. 
Replacement must occur prior to issuance of the last certificate of occupancy permit. 
(P&Z)(RP&CA) 

25. CONDITION AMENDED BY PC: The area of the limits of disturbance and 
clearing for the site shall be limited to the areas as generally depicted on the 
preliminary site plan dated January 16, XMXi 2009 and reduced if possible to retain 
existing trees and grades. There will be additional site disturbance for this installation 
of the trail on the western portion of the property to be field verified. 
(P&Z)(RP&CA)(PC) 

E. BUILDING 

26. The massing, articulation, and general design of the building shall be generally 
consistent with the drawings and renderings dated January 16,2009. The final design 
of the building shall be revised to incorporate the following to the satisfaction of the 
Director of P&Z: 

a. The applicant shall provide high quality windows to the satisfaction of the 
Director of P&Z. Window samples shall be provided during the final site 
plan review. (P&Z) 

27. The applicant shall provide detailed design drawings (enlarged plan, section, and 
elevation details) to evaluate the building features including the curved metal comer 
feature, balconies, cornices, trellises, trim, railings, roof features, control joints, 
building mounted lighting and all architectural metalwork, including the final 
detailing, finish and color of these elements, during final site plan review. The 
applicant shall provide these detailed design drawings at a scale sufficient to hlly 
explain the detailing and depth of faqade treatment. (P&Z) 

28. The applicant shall provide a materials board prior to approval of the final site plan 
which includes all of the proposed building materials and identifies the finish and 
color proposed for review and approval by the Department of Planning and Zoning. 
(P&Z> 

29. There shall be no visible wall penetrations or louvers for HVAC equipment; all such 
equipment shall be rooftop-mounted. Wall penetrations shall be allowed for kitchen, 
dryer and bathroom vents as long as such vents are grouped and integrated in the 
overall building design to the satisfaction of the Director of P&Z. (P&Z) 

30. The street-level elevator to the garage and the transformer / dumpster enclosure shall 
be treated with a similar material, color, and finish as the building to the satisfaction 
of the Directors of P&Z and RP&CA. (P&Z)(RP&CA) 
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3 1. The applicant shall hire a LEED accredited professional as a member of the design 
and construction team. The LEED-AP shall work with the team to incorporate 
sustainable design elements and innovative technologies with the goal of achieving 
LEED Certification under the U.S. Green Building Council; or the LEED-AP shall 
demonstrate that a minimum of 26 points toward LEED Certification will be 
achieved. The LEED-AP shall provide a checklist and specific examples of 
technologies used prior to the release of a building permit and provide verification of 
certification after construction, to the satisfaction of the Directors of P&Z, RP&CA 
and T&ES. (P&Z)(RP&CA)(T&ES) 

32. The applicant shall work with the City for reuse of the existing building materials as 
part of the demolition process, leftover, unused, andlor discarded building 
materials.(T&ES)(P&Z) 

33. Energy Star labeled appliances shall be installed in all multi-family residential units. 
(T&ES) 

34. All ground level pedestrian exits that open into non-secure areas shall be emergency 
exits only and fitted with,panic bar hardware. (Police) 

F. SIGNAGE 

35. A freestanding subdivision or development sign shall be prohibited. This does not 
preclude placing signage on the proposed retaining wall in front of the residential 
building.(P&Z) 

36. A temporary informational sign shall be installed on the site prior to the approval of 
the final site plan for the project and shall be displayed until construction is complete 
or replaced with a marketing sign incorporating the required information; the sign 
shall notifl the public of the nature of the upcoming project and shall provide a phone 
number for public questions regarding the project. (P&Z)(T&ES) 

37. All public notice signage erected by the applicant prior to the public hearing(s) shall 
be removed within 10 days of the completion of the public hearing process for the 
project. (P&Z) 

G. HOUSING 

38. The developer shall provide a voluntary contribution totaling $121,172 (representing 
$2.00 per gross floor area of for-sale residential development), consistent with the 
conclusions of the "Developer Housing Contribution Work Group Report" dated May 
2005 and accepted by the Alexandria City Council on June 14,2005. If the project is 
developed as rental project, the corresponding voluntary contribution shall be 
$90,879, representing $1.50 per gross floor area for rental residential development. 
(Housing) 
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39. The developer shall also provide nine (9) affordable units for income eligible 
households. Six (6) will be one bedroom units and three (3) will be two-bedroom 
units. A parking space shall be provided for each unit. (Housing) 

40. The set aside units shall be of comparable size, construction quality and exterior 
design to the market rate units in the development and shall be located throughout the 
building. Interior finishes and features must be durable, of good quality and 
consistent with contemporary standards for new housing, and must meet or exceed 
the minimum standards set forth by the Virginia Housing Development Authority 
(VHDA) for the Low Income Housing Tax Credit Program. Owners or renters in 
these set aside units shall have access to all community amenities. (Housing) 

41. If the set-aside units are marketed as condominiums to first time homebuyers the 
sales prices shall be as follows: $175,000 for a one bedroom unit and $225,000 for a 
two bedroom unit. These prices include one parking space for each unit. Deed 
restrictions governing re-sale shall be recorded at settlement to ensure at least a 30- 
year period of affordability. (Housing) 

42. At the City's discretion, the set-aside condominium units may be sold to a non-profit 
entity for the same terms as described above, to be operated as affordable rentals. In 
this case, operationof the rental units shall be governed by a separate agreement to be 
entered into between the City and the designated non profit entity. (Housing) 

43. If the project is developed as rental development, the set-aside units shall be 
maintained as affordable rentals for a period of thirty (30) years. Rents (including 
utility allowances) for the set-aside units shall not exceed maximum rents allowed 
under the federal Low Income Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC) program for households 
at or below 60% of the Washington, D.C. Metropolitan Area Family Median Income. 
(Housing) 

44. If at a hture date the City Council approves a text amendment to the Zoning 
Ordinance Section 7-700 to allow for a cash contribution to be made in lieu of the 
provision of affordable housing, the requirement for on-site affordable units set forth 
in Conditions #39 - 43 may be converted to a cash contribution by mutual agreement 
between the City and the developer. The per unit cash contribution will be the 
difference between the market price and the Office of Housing's affordable for sale 
limit at the time of sale. If the project is developed as a rental project, the cash 
contribution will be the present value of the 30-year discount for the rental units 
defined in Condition #39,40 and 43 above. (Housing) 

H. PARKING 

45. A minimum of 355 parking spaces (1 72 residential spaces and 144 office spaces, with 
the remainder reserved for visitor spaces and three delivery spaces) shall be provided 
for residents and office employees, as noted on the preliminary plan with a revision 
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date of January 16, 2009. A minimum of one space for each residential unit shall be 
provided within the underground garage as part of the purchase price for each unit. 
(P&Z) 

46. The applicant shall provide controlled access into residential portion of the 
underground garage and shall be separated from the office parking and designed to 
allow convenient access to the underground parking for residents. If there is garage 
door it shall be an opaque screen or mesh to minimize the projection of light from the 
garage. If there is no garage door, the lighting from the garage shall be designed to 
minimize the visual impacts and not trespass beyond the building opening. (P&Z) 

47'. The applicant shall explore options to provide for accessible electrical outlets to 
facilitate electric car options, if economically feasible. (P&Z) 

48. The applicant shall provide a total of fifteen (15) bicycle parking racks1 thirty (30) 
spaces in the following locations: seven (7) racks 1 fourteen (14) spaces (with two (2) 
racks 1 four (4) spaces designated for visitor use) adjacent to the office space, six (6) 
racks / twelve (12) spaces designated for residential use within the underground 
garage, and two (2) racks I four (4) visitor (short-term) surface spaces designated for 
residential use. The short term bicycle rack locations are preferably covered, 
grouped, and located within 50 feet of the main entrance of the residential building. 
Bicycle parking racks shall be located in a manner that will not obstruct the 
existinglproposed sidewalks. Bicycle parking standards, acceptable rack types and 
details for acceptable locations for short-term parking are available at: 
www.alexandriava.gov/bicycleparkinq. (T&ES) 

49. The applicant shall provide off-street parking for all construction workers without 
charge. For the construction workers who use Metro, DASH, or another form of 
mass transit to the site, the applicant shall subsidize a minimum of 50% of the fees for 
mass transit. Compliance with this condition shall be based on a plan, which shall be 
submitted to the Department of P&Z and T&ES prior to the issuance of the 
Excavatiodsheeting, and Shoring Permit. This plan shall: 

a. Establish the location of the parking to be provided at various stages of 
construction, how many spaces will be provided, how many construction 
workers will be assigned to the work site, and mechanisms which will be 
used to encourage the use of mass transit. 

b. Provide for the location on the construction site at which information will 
be posted regarding Metro schedules and routes, bus schedules and routes. 

c. If the plan is found to be violated during the course of construction, a 
correction notice will be issued to the developer. If the violation is not 
corrected within ten (10) days, a "stop work order" will be issued, with 
construction halted until the violation has been corrected. (P&Z)(T&ES) 

50. The applicant shall provide a parking management plan, which shall include the 
following to the satisfaction of the Director of T&ES: 
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a. Provisions relating to the towing of impermissibly parked vehicles in 
compliance with the City of Alexandria Code 9-1 3. Such provisions shall 
include, but need not be limited to: 
1. Requirements for signage in the garage providing notice of all 

applicable parking restrictions enforced by towing, the location of 
the towing contractor(s)' impoundment yard, and the name and 
telephone number of the developer's on-site representative 
responsible for towing-related complaints, as well as the telephone 
number of the City of Alexandria's Office of Citizen and 
Consumer Affairs; . . 

11. Disclosure by the applicant and its towing contractor(s), at the 
developer's parking lot(s), of all fees and charges for towing; and 

iii. Evidence that the applicant has a contract with the towing 
contractor that requires the towing contractor to clearly display all 
fees and charges for towing. 

b. The parking management plan shall include a plan of the garage facility, a 
description of the access control equipment and an explanation of how the 
garage will be managed. 

c. The parking management plan shall stipulate that spaces wh i~h  are not 
needed for residential parking will be made available as monthly parking 
spaces to the sites employees and others. (T&ES) 

I. SITE PLAN 

51. Relocate the proposed gas line at the main building entrance to ensure that the gas 
meter does not conflict with the architectural details or accommodate the gas meter 
on the building interior. (P&Z) 

The retaining wall along the western portion of the building shall use a vegetated wall 
system or will receive an enhanced level of landscaping to help soften and screen the 
wall. If the vegetated wall system is used, the wall shall be completely planted and 
have a temporary drip irrigation system installed prior to the issuance of the first 
certificate of occupancy. The vegetated wall shall be maintained in perpetuity by the 
applicant or the Condominium Unit Association. If the wall is not a vegetated wall 
system then it and all other retaining walls shall be stone, brick or masonry to 
compliment the building architecture. (P&Z) 

53. Provide material, finishes, and architectural details for all retaining walls, seat walls, 
decorative walls, and screen walls. Indicate methods for grade transitions, handrails- 
if required by code, directional changes, above and below grade conditions. 
Coordinate with adjacent conditions. Design and construction of all walls shall be to 
the satisfaction of the Directors of RP&CA, P&Z, and T&ES. 
(RP&CA)(P&Z)(T&ES) 
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54. The exhaust vents for the parking garage shall not exhaust onto the sidewalks at the 
pedestrian level or within the open space. The intake vents shall not be visible from 
the public right-of-way and sufficient landscaping shall be provided to screen the 
intake vents if necessary. (P&Z) 

55. All private utilities shall be located outside of the public right-of-way and public 
utility easements. (T&ES) 

56. All the existing and proposed public and private utilities and easements shall be 
shown on the plan and a descriptive narration of various utilities shall be provided. 
(T&ES) 

57. Applicant shall underground all the secondary utility services, serving the site. 
(T&ES) 

58. The storm sewer system upstream of Storm Structure 1 shown on the Preliminary 
Plan shall be owned and maintained privately. (T&ES) 

59. Coordinate location of site utilities with other site conditions to the satisfaction of the 
Directors -of FW&CA, P&Z, and T&ES. These items include: 

a. Location of site utilities including above grade service openings and 
required clearances for items such as transformers, telephone, HVAC units 
and cable boxes. 

b. Minimize conflicts with plantings, pedestrian areas and major view sheds. 
(RE'&CA)(P&Z)(T&ES) 

60. Provide a lighting plan with the final site plan to verify that lighting meets City 
standards. The plan shall be to the satisfaction of the Directors of T&ES, P&Z, and 
RP&CA in consultation with the Chief of Police and shall include the following: 

a. Clearly show location of all existing and proposed street lights and. site 
lights, shading back less relevant information. 

b. A lighting schedule that identifies each type and number of all fixtures, 
mounting height, and strength of fixture in Lumens or Watts. 

c. Manufacturer's specifications and details for all proposed fixtures 
including site, landscape, pedestrian, sign(s) and security lighting. 

d. A photometric plan with lighting calculations that include all existing and 
proposed light fixtures, including any existing street lights located on the 
opposite side(s) of all adjacent streets. Photometric calculations must 
extend from proposed building face(s) to property line and fiom property 
line to the opposite side(s) of all adjacent streets and/or 20 feet beyond the 
property line on all adjacent properties and rights-of-way. Show existing 
and proposed street lights and site lights. 
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Photometric site lighting plan shall be coordinated with 
architectural/building mounted lights, site lighting, street trees and street 
lights to minimize light spill into adjacent residential areas. 
Provide location of conduit routing between site lighting fixtures so as to 
avoid conflicts with street trees. 
Detail information indicating proposed light pole and footing in 
relationship to adjacent grade or pavement. All light pole foundations shall 
be concealed from view. 
The lighting for the areas not covered by the City of Alexandria' standards 
shall be designed to the satisfaction of Directors of T&ES and P&Z. 
Provide numeric summary for various areas (i.e., roadway, walkway1 
sidewalk, alley, and parking lot, etc.) in the proposed development. 
The walls and ceilings in the garage must be painted white or dyed 
concrete (white) to increase reflectivity and improve lighting levels at 
night. 
The lighting for the parking garages shall be a minimum of 5.0 foot candle 
maintained. The fixtures should not be flush against the ceiling, unless 
there are no cross beams, but should hang down at least to the crossbeam 
to provide as much light spread as possible. 
All parking areas and driving lanes should be fully illuminated. 
Full cut-off lighting shall be used at the development site to prevent light 
spill onto adjacent properties. (P&Z)(T&ES)(RP&CA)(Police) 

61. The plat of consolidation and all applicable easements shall be submitted as part of 
the submission for first final site plan and shall be approved and recorded prior to the 
release of the final site plan. (P&Z) 

62. The applicant shall submit a wall check to the Department of P&Z prior to the 
commencement of framing for the building(s). The wall check shall include the 
building footprint, as depicted in the approved final site plan, the top-of-slab elevation 
and the first floor elevation. The wall check shall be prepared and sealed by a 
registered engineer or surveyor, and shall be approved by the City prior to 
commencement of framing. (P&Z) 

63. As part of the request for a certificate of occupancy permit, the applicant shall submit 
a height certification and a location survey for all site improvements to the 
Department of P&Z. The height certification and the location survey shall be 
prepared and sealed by a registered architect, engineer, or surveyor. The height 
certification shall state that the height was calculated based on all applicable 
provisions of the Zoning Ordinance. (P&Z) 

64. The applicant shall identify a person who will serve as a liaison to the community 
throughout the duration of construction. The name and telephone number, including 
an emergency contact number, of this individual shall be provided in writing to 
residents, property managers and business owners whose property abuts the site and 
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shall be placed on the project sign, to the satisfaction of the Directors of P&Z, 
RP&C A and T&ES. (P&Z)(RP&C A)(T&ES) 

65. The applicant shall submit a construction management plan for review and approval 
by the Directors of P&Z, T&ES and Code Administration prior to final site plan 
release. The plan shall: 

a. Designate a location for off-street parking for all construction employees 
during all stages of construction, provided at no cost for the employee and 
may include applicable provisions such as shuttles or other methods 
deemed necessary by the City; 

b. Include a plan for temporary pedestrian and vehicular circulation; 
c. Include the overall schedule for construction and the hauling route; 
d. Copies of the plan shall be posted in the construction trailer and given to 

each subcontractor before they commence work; 
e. If the plan is found to be violated during the course of construction, 

citations will be issued for each infraction and a correction notice will be 
forwarded to the applicant. If the violation is not corrected within five (5) 
calendar days, a "stop work order" will be issued, with construction halted 
until the violation has been corrected. (P&Z)(T&ES)(Code) 

66. Submit an approvable construction phasing plan to the satisfaction of the Director of 
T&ES, which will allow review, approval and partial release of the final site plan. In 
addition, building and construction permits required for site preconstruction shall be 
permitted prior to release of the final site plan to the satisfaction of the Director of 
T&ES. (T&ES) 

67. Prior to commencing clearing and grading of the site, the applicant shall hold a 
meeting with notice to all adjoining property owners and civic associations to review 
the location of construction worker parking, plan for temporary pedestrian and 
vehicular circulation, and hours and overall schedule for construction. The 
Departments of P&Z and T&ES shall be notified of the date of the meeting before the 
permit is issued. (P&Z)(T&ES) 

68. A "Certified Land Disturber" (CLD) shall be named in a letter to the Division Chief 
of C&I prior to any land disturbing activities. If the CLD changes during the project, 
that change must be noted in a letter to the Division Chief. A note to this effect shall 
be placed on the Phase I Erosion and Sediment Control sheets on the site plan. 
(T&ES) 

69. During the construction phase of this development, the site developer, their 
contractor, certified land disturber, or owner's other agent shall implement a waste 
and refuse control program. This program shall control wastes such as discarded 
building materials, concrete truck washout, chemicals, litter or trash, trash generated 
by construction workers or mobile food vendor businesses serving them, and all 
sanitary waste at the construction site and prevent offsite migration that may cause 
adverse impacts to neighboring properties or to the environment to the satisfaction of 
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Directors of Transportation and Environmental Services and Code Administration. 
All wastes shall be properly disposed offsite in accordance with all applicable federal, 
state and local laws. (T&ES) - 

70. No major construction staging shall be allowed along Stevenson Avenue. The 
Applicant shall meet with T&ES to discuss construction staging activities prior to 
release of any permits for ground disturbing activities. (T&ES) 

71. Temporary construction trailer(s) shall be permitted and be subject to the approval of 
the Director of P&Z. The trailer(s) shall be removed prior to the issuance of a 
certificate of occupancy permit. (P&Z) 

72. All condominium association covenants shall be reviewed by the Director of P&Z 
and the City Attorney to ensure inclusion of all the conditions of this DSUP prior to 
applying for the first certificate of occupancy permit for the project. The association 
covenants shall include the conditions listed below, which shall be clearly expressed 
in a separate section of the covenants. The language shall establish and clearly 
explain that these conditions cannot be changed except by an amendment to this 
development special use permit approved by City Council. 

a. The principal use of the underground garage and parking spaces shall be 
for passenger vehicle parking only; storage which interferes with the use 
of a parking space for a motor vehicle is not permitted. 

b. The designated visitor parking spaces shall be reserved for the use of the 
condominium guests. 

c. No more than two parking spaces shall be assigned to a specific 
condominium unit until all settlement on the units are complete; all 
unassigned spaces in the garage shall be made generally available to 
residents and/or visitors. 

d. All landscaping and open space areas within the development shall be 
maintained by the homeowners and condominium owners. 

e. Exterior building improvements or changes by future residents may 
require the approval of the City Council, as determined by the Director of 
P&Z. 

f. The specific language of the disclosure statement to be utilized shall be 
provided to the City for approval prior to release of any certificate of 
occupancy permit. 

g. If the western wall is a vegetated wall system, then the covenants shall 
include specific language regarding the maintenance and replacement of 
the vegetated retaining wall. (P&Z) 

73. The applicant shall submit a unit numbering plan for each floor, identifying the 
locations of commercial and residential uses, with the first final site plan. (P&Z) 
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J. STORMWATER 

74. All storm water designs that require analysis of pressure hydraulic systems, including 
but not limited to the design of flow control structures and storm water flow 
conveyance systems shall be signed and sealed by a professional engineer, registered 
in the Commonwealth of Virginia. The design of storm sewer shall include the 
adequate outfall, inlet, and hydraulic grade line (HGL) analyses that shall be 
completed to the satisfaction of the Director of T&ES. Provide appropriate reference 
andlor source used to complete these analyses. (T&ES) 

75. The storm water collection system is located within the Cameron / Holmes Run 
watershed. All on-site storm water curb inlets and public curb inlets within 50 feet of 
the property line shall be duly marked using standard City markers, or to the 
satisfaction of the Director of T&ES. (T&ES) 

K. SANITARY SE WER 

76. The applicant shall televise the existing 5" sanitary sewer lateral to which a new 
connection is proposed and submit the video / report to the City for evaluation of the 
current condition. (T&ES) 

L. SOILS 

77. Provide a geotechnical report, including recommendations from a geotechnical 
professional for proposed embankments and construction on existing slopes. (T&ES) 

78. Project lies entirely within an area described on historical maps as containing marine 
clays. Construction methodology and erosion and sediment control measures must 
account for the presence of marine clay or highly erodible soils. (T&ES) 

79. The plan shall indicate whether or not there is any known soil and groundwater 
contamination present as required with all preliminary submissions. Should any 
unanticipated contamination, underground storage tanks, drums or containers be 
encountered at the site, the Applicant must immediately notify the City of Alexandria 
Department of Transportation and Environmental Services, Division of 
Environmental Quality. (T&ES) 

M. BMP FACILITIES 

80. The BMP located in the front of the building shall be designed so that it is not visible 
from the public right-of-way and is integrated into the building design, including the 
material and design of the manhole covers. This facility shall be designed to provide 
maintenance access from the exterior of the building. (P&Z) 
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81. The City of Alexandria's storm water management regulations regarding water 
quality are two-fold: first, phosphorus removal requirement and second, water quality 
volume default. Compliance with the phosphorus requirement does not relieve the 
applicant from the water quality default requirement. The water quality volume 
determined by the site's proposed impervious area shall be treated in a Best 
Management Practice (BMP) facility. (T&ES) 

82. Provide BMP narrative and complete pre and post development drainage maps that 
include areas outside that contribute surface runoff from beyond project boundaries to 
include adequate topographic information, locations of existing and proposed storm 
drainage systems affected by the development, all proposed BMP's and a completed 
Worksheet A or B and Worksheet C, as applicable. (T&ES) 

83. The storm water Best Management Practices (BMPs) required for this project shall be 
constructed and installed under the direct supervision of the design professional or his 
designated representative. Prior to release of the performance bond, the design 
professional shall submit a written certification to the Director of T&ES that the 
BMPs are: 

a. Constructed and installed as designed and in accordance with the approved 
Final Site Plan. 

b. Clean and free of debris, soil, and litter by either having been installed or 
brought into service after the site was stabilized. (T&ES) 

84. The Applicant shall submit two original copies of the storm water quality BMP and 
Stormwater Detention Facilities Maintenance Agreement to the City to be reviewed 
as part of the Final #2 Plan. It must be executed and recorded with the Land Records 
Division of Alexandria Circuit Court prior to approval of the final site plan. (T&ES) 

85. The Applicant/Owner shall be responsible for installing and maintaining the storm 
water Best Management Practices (BMPs) for 6101 and 6125 Stevenson Avenue. 
The Applicant/Owner shall execute a maintenance service contract with a qualified 
private contractor for a minimum of three years and develop an Owner's Operation 
and Maintenance Manual for all Best Management Practices (BMPs) on the project. 
The manual shall include at a minimum: an explanation of the functions and 
operations of the BMP(s); drawings and diagrams of the BMP(s) and any supporting 
utilities; catalog cuts on maintenance requirements including mechanical or electrical 
equipment; manufacturer contact names and phone numbers; a copy of the executed 
maintenance service contract; maintenance records for the BMPs; and a copy of the 
maintenance agreement with the City. A copy of the contract shall also be placed in 
the BMP Operation and Maintenance Manual. Prior to release of the performance 
bond, a copy of the maintenance contract shall be submitted to the City. (T&ES) 
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86. If the residential units at 6125 Stevenson Avenue are sold as individual units in the 
future and a condominium owner's association (COA) is established, the following 
two conditions shall apply. Maintenance of the BMPs at 6101 Stevenson Avenue 
shall remain the responsibility of the ApplicantlOwner. 

a. The ApplicantlOwner shall furnish the Homeowner's Association with an 
Owner's Operation and Maintenance Manual for all Best Management 
Practices (BMPs) used on site at 6125 Stevenson Avenue. The manual 
shall include at a minimum: an explanation of the functions and operations 
of the BMP(s); drawings and diagrams of the BMP(s) and any supporting 
utilities; catalog cuts on maintenance requirements including any 
mechanical or electrical equipment; manufacturer contact names and 
phone numbers; maintenance records for the -BMPs; a copy of the 
currently executed maintenance service contract; and a copy of the 
maintenance agreement with the City. 

b. The ApplicantIOwner shall furnish each condominium purchaser with a 
brochure describing the storm water BMP(s) installed on the 6125 
Stevenson Avenue site, outlining the responsibilities of the condominium 
owners and the Condominium Owner's Association (COA) with respect to 
maintenance requirements. Upon activation of the COA, the Developer 
shall fiunish five copies of the brochure per unit to the COA for 
distribution to subsequent homeowners. 

Otherwise the following condition applies: 

c. The ApplicantlOwner shall furnish the owners with an Owner's Operation 
and Maintenance Manual for all Best Management Practices (BMPs) on 
the 6125 Stevenson Avenue site. The manual shall include at a minimum: 
an explanation of the functions and operations of the BMP(s); drawings 
and diagrams of the BMP(s) and any supporting utilities; catalog cuts on 
maintenance requirements including mechanical or electrical equipment; 
manufacturer contact names and phone numbers; maintenance records for 
the BMPs; a copy of the currently executed maintenance service contract; 
and a copy of the maintenance agreement with the City. (T&ES) 

87. The ApplicantlOwner shall be responsible for installing and maintaining storm water 
Best Management Practices (BMPs). The ApplicantlOwner shall execute a 
maintenance service contract with a qualified private contractor for a minimum of 
three years and develop an Owner's Operation and Maintenance Manual for all Best 
Management Practices (BMPs) on the project. The manual shall include at a 
minimum: an explanation of the functions and operations of the BMP(s); drawings 
and diagrams of the BMP(s) and any supporting utilities; catalog cuts on maintenance 
requirements including mechanical or electrical equipment; manufacturer contact 
names and phone numbers; a copy of the executed maintenance service contract; and 
a copy of the maintenance agreement with the City. A copy of the contract shall also 
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be placed in the BMP Operation and Maintenance Manual. Prior to release of the 
performance bond, a copy of the maintenance contract shall be submitted to the City. 
(T&ES) 

88. Prior to release of the performance bond, a copy of the Operation and Maintenance 
Manual for all of the on-site BMP facilities shall be submitted to the Office of 
Environmental Quality on digital media. (T&ES) 

89. Prior to release of the performance bond, the Applicant is required to submit a 
certification by a qualified professional to the satisfaction of the Director of T&ES 
that any existing storm water management facilities adjacent to the project and 
associated conveyance systems were not adversely affected by construction 
operations and that they are functioning as designed and are unaffected by 
construction activities. If maintenance of the facility or systems were required in 
order to make this certification, provide a description of the maintenance measures 
performed. (T&ES) 

N. SOLID WASTE 

90. In the event that Section 5-1-2(12b) of the City Charter and Code is amended to 
designate multi-family dwellings in general, or multi-family dwellings when so 
provided by SUP, as Required User Property [as defined in 5-1-2(12b) of the City 
Charter and Code], then refuse collection shall be provided by the City for the 
condominium portion of this plan. (T&ES) 

0 .  NOISE 

91. All exterior building mounted loudspeakers are prohibited. (T&ES) 

P. AIR POLLUTION 

92. If fireplaces are utilized in the development, the Applicant is required to install gas 
fireplaces to reduce air pollution and odors. Animal screens must be installed on 
chimneys. (T&ES) 

93. Contractors shall not cause or permit vehicles to idle for more than 10 minutes when 
parked. (T&ES) 
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CITY DEPARTMENT CODE COMMENTS 

Legend: C - Code Requirement R - Recommendation S - Suggestion F - Finding 

Plannin~ and Zoning 

F-1 Clarify if a canopy is proposed at the fountain at the main entrance. If a canopy is 
proposed, provide a detailed elevation which identifies the canopy materials. 

F-2 Coordinate landscape sheets with SH C6.00 

F-3 Clarify the studio count and 1 bedroom calculations; label floor plans. 

F-4 Revise 6th floor FAR calculation. 

Transportation and Environmental Services 

F-1 Correct the WQV water surface elevation on Section A-A for Structure 3 on sheet 8.40 to 
match water surface elevation given on SWMIBMP #1 Cross Section. (T&ES) 

F-2 The project description block on sheet 8.30 shall be revised to indicate that the total 
WQV is not being treated. If OEQ was to consider swapping treated off-site impervious 
area for untreated on-site impervious area then the BMP facility would have to be sized 
for the entire drainage area directed to it. Currently it is sized to treat up to 0.17 acres 
despite a total of 0.42 acres being directed to it. (T&ES) 

The plan shows an existing bus stop adjacent to the site. This is incorrect as there is not 
an existing bus stop adjacent to the site. The City's Office of Transit Services, DASH, 
and the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority are against having a bus stop at 
this location as it does not comply with regional bus stop spacing guideline standards and 
it adds additional headway time to existing bus routes which will cause an increase the 
City's subsidy cost to WMATA. There is a bus stop approximately 260 feet to the west 
of the site, a bus stop 470 feet to the east of the site, and a bus stop approximately 250 to 
the southwest of this site, all serving the same routes. (T&ES) 

F- 4 The plan shall show sanitary and storm sewer, and water line in plan and profile in the 
first final submission and cross reference the sheets on which the plan and profile is 
shown, if plan and profile is not shown on the same sheet. Clearly label the sanitary and 
storm sewer, or water line plans and profiles. Provide existing and proposed grade 
elevations along with the rim and invert elevations of all the existing and proposed 
sanitary and storm sewer at manholes, and water line piping at gate wells on the 
respective profiles. Use distinctive stationing for various sanitary and storm sewers (if 
applicable or required by the plan), and water line in plan and use the corresponding 
stationing in respective profiles. (T&ES) 
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F- 5 The Plan shall include a dimension plan with all proposed features fully dimensioned and 
the property line clearly shown. (T&ES) 

F- 6 Include all symbols, abbreviations, and line types in the legend. (T&ES) 

F- 7 All storm sewers shall be constructed to the City of Alexandria standards and 
specifications. The minimum diameter for storm sewers shall be 18-inches in the public 
Right of Way (ROW) and the minimum size storm sewer catch basin lead shall be 15". 
The acceptable pipe material will be Ductile Iron Pipe (DIP) AWWA C-151 (ANSI 
A21.51) Class 52 or Reinforced Concrete Pipe (RCP) ASTM C-76 Class IV. For roof 
drainage system, Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) ASTM 3034-77 SDR 35 and ASTM 1785-76 
Schedule 40 pipes will be acceptable. The acceptable minimum and maximum velocities 
will be 2.5 fps and 15 fps, respectively. The storm sewers immediately upstream of the 
first manhole in the public Right of Way shall be owned and maintained privately (i.e., 
all storm drains not shown within an easement or in a public Right of Way shall be 
owned and maintained privately). (T&ES) 

F-8 All sanitary sewers shall be constructed to the City of Alexandria standards and 
specifications. The minimum diameter of sanitary sewers shall be 10" in the public Right 
of Way and sanitary lateral 6". The acceptable pipe materials will be Polyvinyl Chloride 
(PVC) ASTM 3034-77 SDR 35, ASTM 1785-76 Schedule 40, Ductile Iron Pipe (DIP) 
AWWA C-151 (ANSI A21.51) Class 52, or reinforced concrete pipe ASTM C-76 Class 
1V (For 12" or larger diameters); however, RCP C-76 Class 111 pipe may be acceptable on 
private properties. The acceptable minimum and maximum velocities will be 2.5 fps and 
10 fps, respectively. Lateral shall be connected to the sanitary sewer through a 
manufactured "Y" of "T" or approved sewer saddle. Where the laterals are being 
connected to existing Terracotta pipes, replace the section of main and provide 
manufactured "Y" or "T", or else install a manhole. (T&ES) 

F- 9 Lateral Separation of Sewers and Water Mains: A horizontal separation of 10' (edge to 
edge) shall be provided between a storm or sanitary sewer and a water line; however, if 
this horizontal separation cannot be achieved then the sewer and water main shall be 
installed in separate trenches and the bottom of the water main shall be at least 18" above 
of the top of the sewer. If both the horizontal and vertical separations cannot be achieved 
then the sewer pipe material shall be Ductile Iron Pipe (DIP) AWWA C-151 (ANSI 
A21.51) Class 52 and pressure tested in place without leakage prior to installation. 
(T&ES) 

10 Maintenance of Vertical Separation for Crossing Water Main Over and Under a Sewer: 
When a water main over crosses or under crosses a sewer then the vertical separation 
between the bottom of one (i.e., sewer or water main) to the top of the other (water main 
or sewer) shall be at least 18"; however, if this cannot be achieved then both the water 
main and the sewer shall be constructed of Ductile Iron Pipe (DIP) AWWA C-151 (ANSI 
A21.51) Class 52 with joints that are equivalent to water main standards for a distance of 
10 feet on each side of the point of crossing. A section of water main pipe shall be 
centered at the point of crossing and the pipes shall be pressure tested in place without 
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leakage prior to installation. Sewers crossing over the water main shall have adequate 
structural support (concrete pier support and/or concrete encasement) to prevent damage 
to the water main. Sanitary sewers under creeks and storm sewer pipe crossings with less 
than 6" clearance shall be encased in concrete. (T&ES) 

F-11 No pipe shall pass through or come in contact with any part of sewer manhole. Manholes 
shall be placed at least 10 feet horizontally from the water main whenever possible. 
When local conditions prohibit this horizontal separation, the manhole shall be of 
watertight construction and tested in place. (T&ES) 

F-12 Crossing Existing or Proposed Utilities: Underground telephone, cable T.V., gas, and 
electrical duct banks shall be crossed maintaining a minimum of 12" of separation or 
clearance with water main, sanitary, or storm sewers. If this separation cannot be 
achieved then the sewer pipe material shall be Ductile Iron Pipe (DIP) AWWA C-151 
(ANSI A21.5 1) Class 52 and pressure tested in place without leakage prior to installation. 
Sewers and water main crossing over the utilities shall have adequate structural support 
(pier support and/or concrete encasement) to prevent damage to the utilities. (T&ES) 

F-13 Dimensions of parking spaces, aisle widths, etc. within the parking lot and garage shall 
be provided on the plan. Note that dimensions shall not include column widths. (T&ES) 

F-14 Show the drainage divide areas on the grading plan or on a sheet showing reasonable 
information on topography along with the structures where each sub-area drains. (T&ES) 

F-15 Provide proposed elevations (contours and spot shots) in sufficient details on grading 
plan to clearly show the drainage patterns. (T&ES) 

F-16 All pedestrian, traffic, and way finding signage shall be provided in accordance with the 
Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD), latest edition to the satisfaction 
of the Director of T&ES. (T&ES) 

C-1 Per the requirements of the City of Alexandria Zoning Ordinance Article XI, the 
applicant shall complete a drainage study and adequate outfall analysis for the total 
drainage area to the receiving sewer that serves the site. If the existing storm system is 
determined to be inadequate then the applicant shall design and build on-site or off-site 
improvements to discharge to an adequate outfall; even if the post development storm 
water flow from the site is reduced from the pre-development flow. The Plan shall 
demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Director of T&ES that a non-erosive stormwater 
outfall is present. (T&ES) 

C-2 Per the requirements of the City of Alexandria Zoning Ordinance (AZO) Article XIII, the 
applicant shall comply with the peak flow requirements and prepare a Stormwater 
Management Plan so that from the site, the post-development peak runoff rate form a 
two-year storm and a ten-year storm, considered individually, shall not exceed their 
respective predevelopment rates. If combined uncontrolled and controlled stormwater 
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outfall is proposed, the peak flow requirements of the Zoning Ordinance shall be met. 
(T&ES) 

C-3 Flow from downspouts, foundation drains, and sump pumps shall be discharged to the 
storm sewer outfall as per the requirements of Memorandum to the industry on 
Downspouts, Foundation Drains, and Sump Pumps, Dated June 18, 2004 that is available 
on the City of Alexandria's web site. The downspouts and sump pump discharges shall 
be piped to the storm sewer outfall, where applicable after treating for water quality as 
per the requirements of Article XI11 of Alexandria Zoning Ordinance (AZO). (T&ES) 

C-4 In compliance with the City of Alexandria Zoning Ordinance Article XI, the applicant 
shall complete a sanitary sewer adequate outfall analysis as per the requirements of 
Memorandum to Industry No. 02-07 New Sanitary Sewer Connection and Adequate 
Outfall Analysis dated June 1, 2007. (T&ES) 

C-5 Americans with Disability Act (ADA) ramps shall comply with the requirements of 
Memorandum to Industry No. 03-07 on Accessible Curb Ramps dated August 2, 2007 
with truncated domes on the end of the ramp with contrasting color from the rest of the 
ramp. A copy of this Memorandum is available on the City of Alexandria website. 
(T&ES) 

C-6 Solid Waste and Recycling Condition: The applicant shall provide storage space for solid 
waste and recyclable material containers as outlined in the City's "Solid Waste and 
Recyclable Materials Storage Space Guidelines", or to the satisfaction of the Director of 
Transportation & Environmental Services. The plan shall show the turning movements 
of a trash truck. The City's storage space guidelines and required Recycling 
Implementation Plan forms are available at: www.alexandriava.gov or contact the City's 
Solid Waste Division at 703-5 19-3486 ext. 132. (T&ES) 

C-7 The applicant shall be responsible to deliver the solid waste, as defined by the City 
Charter and Code of the City of Alexandria, to the Covanta Energy Waste Facility 
located at 5301 Eisenhower Avenue. A note to that effect shall be included on the plan. 
The developer fwther agrees to stipulate in any future lease or property sales agreement 
that all tenants andlor property owners shall also comply with this requirement. (T&ES) 

C-8 The applicants will be required to submit a Recycling Implementation Plan form to the 
Solid Waste Division, as outlined in Article H to Title 5 (Ordinance Number 4438), 
which requires all commercial properties to recycle. (T&ES) 

C-9 All private streets and alleys shall comply with the City's Minimum Standards for Private 
Streets and Alleys. (T&ES) 

C-10 Bond for the public improvements must be posted prior to release of the plan. (T&ES) 

C-11 The sewer tap fee must be paid prior to release of the plan. (T&ES) 
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All easements and/or dedications must be recorded prior to release of the plan. (T&ES) 

Plans and profiles of utilities and roads in public easements and/or public Right of Way 
must be approved prior to release of the plan. (T&ES) 

All drainage facilities must be designed to the satisfaction of the Director of T&ES. 
Drainage divide maps and computations must be provided for approval. (T&ES) 

Provide a phased erosion and sediment control plan consistent with grading and 
construction plan. (T&ES) 

Per the Memorandum To Industry, dated July 20, 2005, the applicant is advised regarding 
a requirement that applicants provide as-built sewer data as part of the final as-built 
process. Upon consultation with engineering firms, it has been determined that initial site 
survey work and plans will need to be prepared using Virginia State Plane (North Zone) 
coordinates based on NAD 83 and NAVD 88. Control points/Benchmarks which were 
used to establish these coordinates should be referenced on the plans. To insure that this 
requirement is achieved, the applicant is requested to prepare plans in this format 
including initial site survey work if necessary. (T&ES) 

The thickness of sub-base, base, and wearing course shall be designed using "California 
Method" as set forth on page 3-76 of the second edition of a book entitled, "Data Book 
for Civil Engineers, Volume One, Design" written by Elwyn E. Seelye. Values of 
California Bearing Ratios used in the design shall be determined by field and/or 
laboratory tests. An alternate pavement section for Emergency Vehicle Easements (EVE) 
to support H-20 loading designed using California Bearing Ratio (CBR) determined 
through geotechnical investigation and using Virginia Department of Transportation 
(VDOT) method (Vaswani Method) and standard material specifications designed to the 
satisfaction of the Director of Transportation and Environmental Services (T&ES) will be 
acceptable. (T&ES) 

No overhangs (decks, bays, columns, post or other obstructions) shall protrude into 
public Right of Ways, public easements, and pedestrian or vehicular travelways unless 
otherwise permitted by the City Code. (T&ES) 

All driveway entrances, sidewalks, curbing, etc. in the public ROW or abutting public 
ROW shall meet City design standards. (T&ES) 

All sanitary laterals and/or sewers not shown in the easements shall be owned and 
maintained privately. (T&ES) 

The applicant shall comply with the City of Alexandria's Noise Control Code, Title 11, 
Chapter 5,  which sets the maximum permissible noise level as measured at the property 
line. 
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C-22 The applicant must comply with the Article XI11 of the City of Alexandria Zoning 
, Ordinance, which includes requirements for storm water pollutant load reduction, 

treatment of the water quality volume default, and storm water quantity management. 
(T&ES) 

C-23 The applicant must comply with the City of Alexandria, Erosion and Sediment Control 
Code, Section 5, Chapter 4. (T&ES) 

C-24 All required permits from Virginia Department of Environmental Quality, Environmental 
Protection Agency, Army Corps of Engineers, Virginia Marine Resources must be in 
place for all project construction and mitigation work prior to release of the final site 
plan. This includes the state requirement for a VSMP permit for land disturbing activities 
greater than 2500 SF. (T&ES) 

Code Administration: 

F-1 Remove all vegetation located within 3 feet of any fire hydrant or FDC. Provide the FDC 
and fire hydrant locations on the landscaping plan. The southern FDC has landscaping 
located directly in front of it (see sheet L1- 02). The northern FDC can not be located 
next to a required egress location for safety purposes. 

F-2 Laddertruck access is not adequate because portions of the proposed EVE are not located 
within 15 and 30 feet of the proposed structure. The EVE will need to be revised or the 
alternate laddertruck requirements must be utilized, as listed in comment R-1. (Need to 
discuss) 

R-1 In lieu of strict compliance with ladder truck access requirements specified in item C-19, 
an alternative compliance proposal is recommended. The proposed massing, articulation 
of the facade and placement on 'the lot would be acceptable if the following fire 
protection and fire fighting features were built into the buildings. (Need to discuss in 
connection with F-2 above) 

a. A corridor smoke ventilation system. 
b. Enclose all elevator lobbies in smoke tight construction 
c. Stair capacity to be designed without taking the sprinklered building 

exception. 
d. Fire phones installed on every level in the elevator lobby and the stairs. 
e. Knock out panels that have an area of 20 feet for every 50 lineal feet of 

building perimeter. 
f. Full automatic sprinkler system designed to NFPA 13. 

C-1 The applicant of any building or structure constructed in excess of 10,000 square feet; or 
any building or structure which constructs an addition in excess of 10,000 square feet 
shall contact the City of Alexandria Radio Communications Manager prior to 
submission of final site plan. The proposed project shall be reviewed for compliance 
with radio requirements of the City of Alexandria to the satisfaction of the City of 
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Alexandria Radio Communications Manager prior to site plan approval. Such buildings 
and structures shall meet the following conditions: (Acknowledge) 

a. The building or structure shall be designed to support a frequency range 
between 806 to 824 MHz and 850 to 869 MHz. 

b. The building or structure design shall support minimal signal transmission 
strength of -95 dBm within 90 percent of each floor area. 

c. The building or structure design shall support a minimal signal reception 
strength of -95 dBm received from the radio system when transmitted 
from within 90 percent of each floor area. 

d. The building or structure shall be tested annually for compliance with City 
radio communication requirements to the satisfaction of the Radio 
Communications Manager. A report shall be filed annually with the Radio 
Communications Manager which reports the test findings. 

If the building or structure fails to meet the above criteria, the applicant shall install to the 
satisfaction of the Radio Communications Manager such acceptable amplification 
systems incorporated into the building design which can aid in meeting the above 
requirements. Examples of such equipment are either a radiating cable system or an FCC 
approved type bi-directional amplifier. Final testing and acceptance of amplification 
systems shall be reviewed and approved by the Radio Communications Manager. 
Acknowledged by applicant. 

C-2 Prior to submission of the Final Site Plan #I, the developer shall provide three wet 
stamped copies of the fire flow analysis performed by a certified licensed fire protection 
engineer to assure adequate water supply for the structure being considered. The three 
copies shall be submitted to the Site Plan Division of Code Enforcement, 301 King 
Street, Suite 4200, Alexandria, VA 223 14. Acknowledged by applicant. (Acknowledge) 

C-3 Provide Stairway Identification. A sign shall be provided at each floor landing in interior 
vertical exit enclosures connecting more than three stories designating the floor level, the 
terminus of the top and bottom of the stair enclosure and the identification of the stair. 
The signage shall also state the story of, and the direction to the exit discharge and the 
availability of roof access from the stairway for the fire Department, in accordance with 
USBC 1020.1.6. Acknowledged by applicant. (Acknowledge) 

C-4 Stairs must comply with USBC. Stairways of 3 or more risers require handrails. 
Acknowledged by applicant. (Acknowledge) 

-5 The new handrails must comply with USBC for a minimum/maximum height of 30 to 34 
inches. The ends must extend 12" beyond the top and bottom risers. The handgrip 
position must not be more that 2-114" in cross-sectional dimension, or the shape must 
provide an equivalent gripping surface. The handgrip portion must have a smooth 
surface with no sharp comers. The space between the wall and handrail must not be less 
that 1 - 112". Acknowledged by applicant. (Acknowledge) 
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C-6 The new stairs must comply with USBC for riser and tread dimensions. Acknowledged 
by applicant. (Acknowledge) 

C-7 A Certificate of Use of Occupancy is required prior to opening (USBC 1 16.1). Since this 
space will contain mixed uses, the certificate must state the purpose for which each space 
is to be used in its several parts (USBC 116.2). Acknowledged by applicant. 
(Acknowledge) 

C-8 This structure contains mixed use groups [S-2 Storage, R-2 Residential, M- Mercantile], 
and is subject to the mixed use and occupancy requirements of USBC 508. 
Acknowledged by applicant. (Acknowledge) 

C-9 The handicapped ramp must comply with the requirements of USBC 10 10.1. The front 
approach to the exterior door (which is on the pull side) must comply with the landing 
requirements of USBC 1010.6. Handrails must comply with USBC 1010.8. 
Acknowledged by applicant. (Acknowledge) 

C-10 Required exits, parking, and accessibility within the building for persons with disabilities 
must comply with USBC .Chapter 1 1. Handicapped accessible bathrooms shall also be 
provided. Acknowledged by applicant. The basement parking plan was not included in 
this plan submission. In addition, a correction is needed on the proposed parking chart so 
it will be consistent with the parking plan sheets. (Acknowledge) 

C- 1 1 Handicap parking spaces for apartment and condominium developments shall remain in 
the same location(s) as on the approved site plan. Handicap parking spaces shall be 
properly signed and identified as to their purpose in accordance with the USBC and the 
Code of Virginia. Ownership and / or control of any handicap parking spaces shall 
remain under common ownership of the apartment management or condominium 
association and shall not be sold or leased to any single individual. Parking within any 
space identified as a handicap parking space shall be limited to only those vehicles which 
are properly registered to a handicap individual and the vehicle displays the appropriate 
license plates or window tag as defined by the Code of Virginia for handicap vehicles. 
The relocation, reduction or increase of any handicap parking space shall only be 
approved through an amendment to the approved site plan. Acknowledged by applicant. 
(Acknowledge) 

C-12 The public parking garage floor must comply with USBC 406.2 and drain through oil 
separators or traps to avoid accumulation of explosive vapors in building drains or sewers 
as provided for in the plumbing code (USBC 2901). This parking garage is,classified as 
an S-2, Group 2, public garage. Acknowledged by applicant. (Acknowledge) 

C-13 The required mechanical ventilation rate for air is 1.5 cfm per square foot of the floor 
area (USBC 2801.1). In areas where motor vehicles operate for a period of time 
exceeding 10 seconds, the ventilation return air must be exhausted. An exhaust system 
must be provided to connect directly to the motor vehicle exhaust (USBC 2801.1). 
Acknowledged by applicant. (Acknowledge) 
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C-14 The developer shall declare on the plans if the parking structure is considered a public 
parking structure complying with Chapter 4 of the USBC or an open parking structure. If 
the structure is declared as an open parking structure, the developer shall submit 
information detailing how the structure meets the openness criteria. If the structure is 
declared a public parking structure, the plans shall reflect required water and sewer lines, 
FDC's and oil / water separator locations. Acknowledged by applicant. (Acknowledge) 

C-15 Sheeting and shoring shall not extend beyond the property line; except when the 
developer has obtained a written release from adjacent property owners which has been 
recorded in the land records; or through an approved encroachment process. 
Acknowledged by applicant. (Acknowledge) 

C-16 Canopies must comply with USBC 3202.3.1 for support and clearance from the sidewalk, 
and the applicable sections of USBC's Chapter 11. Structural designs of fabric covered 
canopies must comply with USBC 3 105.3. The horizontal portions of the framework 
must not be less than 8 feet nor more than 12 feet above the sidewalk and the clearance 
between the covering or valance and the sidewalk must not be less than 7 feet. 
Acknowledged by applicant. (Acknowledge) 

C- 17 Canopies must comply with USBC 3 105.1 and the applicable sections of USBC: Chapter 
16. Structural designs of fabric covered canopies must comply with USBC 3105.3. 
Acknowledged by applicant. (Acknowledge) 

C-18 Confirm the following building code data on the plan is provided in the submitted plans: 
a) use group; b) number of stories; c) type of construction; d) floor area per floor; e) fire 
protection plan. Acknowledged by applicant. (Acknowledge) 

C- 19 At least one stairway shall extend to the roof surface per USBC 1009.1 1. Acknowledged 
by applicant. (Acknowledge) 

Police 

Parking Garage Conditions 

R-1 The exterior of the parking structure adjacent to the office building shall be well lit on all 
sides (consideration should be given to specifying lighting fixtures that resist breakage) 
and should be as symmetrical as possible. Avoid architectural designs that provide 
hiding places where individuals could easily conceal themselves. This is an area where 
safety and security should not be sacrificed for architectural aesthetics. (Acknowledge) 

R-2 It is recommended that the doors in the garage (garage level only) leading into the 
stairwell have controlled electronic access. (Acknowledge) 
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R-3 Only residents with proper electronic access cards should be able to enter into the 
stairwells from the underground parking garage. This makes the stairwells safer for 
residents. (Acknowledge) 

R-4 The controlled electronic access should not interfere with the emergency push-bar release 
located on the inside of the stairwell door that allows for emergency exit of the building. 
(Acknowledge) 

R-5 It is recommended that the applicant install an overhead coiling (shutter) security gate at 
all vehicle entry points. The security gate shall have electronic access control. 

R-6 It is recommended that the section of the underground garage dedicated to the residents is 
gated off from the office section and is controlled by electronic means. This should help 
alleviate unwanted persons tampering with resident's vehicles and other crimes. 

Landscape Conditions 

R-1 Trees shall not be planted under or near light poles. (Acknowledge) 

R-2 Tree canopies shall be maintained at least 6-feet above grade level as they mature to 
allow for natural surveillance. (Acknowledge) 

R-3 The proposed shrubbery should have a natural growth height of no more than 2 '/z to 3 
feet with a maximum height of 36 inches when it matures and should not hinder the 
unobstructed view of patrolling law enforcement vehicles. (Acknowledge) 

Miscellaneous 

R-1 The applicant is to contact the Community Relations Unit of the Alexandria Police 
Department at 703-838-4520 regarding a security survey for the construction trailer(s) as 
soon as they are in place. (Acknowledge) 

R-2 It is recommended that the buildings have an address number which is contrasting in 
color to the background, at least 3 inches high, reflective, and visible from the street 
placed on the front and back of each building. It is strongly suggested that no brass or 
gold colored numbers are used. This aids in a timely response from emergency personnel 
should they be needed. (Acknowledge) 

R-3 It is recommended that all of the ground floor level windows be equipped with a device 
or hardware that allows windows to be secured in a partially open position. This is to 
negate a "breaking and entering" when the windows are open for air. (Acknowledge) 
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Archaeolow 

F-1 There is low potential for significant archaeological resources to be disturbed by this 
project. No additional archaeological action is required. (Acknowledge) 



APPLICATION for 
DEVELOPMENT SPECIAL USE PERMIT with SITE PLAN 

PROJECT NAME: 6125 Stevenson Avenue 

PROPERTY LOCATION: 6 125 and 610 1 Stevenson Avenue 

TAX MAP REFERENCE: 47.03-04-01 and 47.03-04-02 ZONE: OCM (50) 
M. Catharine Puskar for: 

APPLICANT Name: Steven A. Hansen, LLC and WWIV S t p v ~ n m n  Avenue, LLC 

Address: 4600 Wedgewood Boulevard #A, Frederick, MD 21 703 

PROPERTY OWNER DYN Res LLC and Steven A. Hansen, LLC 

Address: 4600 Wedgewood Boulevard #A, Frederick. MD 7 1701  

SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL: Request for 121-unit residential building with 

below-grade parking to create a mixed-use development with existing office 

building. 
MODIFICATIONS REQUESTED: Request for additional height per Sec. 4-905 (D) 

and bonus density for the provision of affordable housing per Sec. 7-700. 

REQUESTED: Request for additional height (as indicated above). 

THE UNDERSIGNED hereby applies for Development Site Plan, with Special Use Permit, approval in accordance with 
the provisions of the Zoning Ordinance of the City of Alexandria, Virginia. 

THE UNDERSIGNED, having obtained permission from the property owner, hereby grants permission to the City of 
Alexandria to post placard notice on the property for which this application is requested, pursuant to Article XI. Section 1 1-301 (B) 
of the 1992 Zoning Ordinance of the City of Alexandria, Virginia. 

THE UNDERSIGNED also attests that all of the information herein provided and specifically including all surveys, 
drawings, etc., required of the applicant are true, correct and accurate to the best of his knowledge and belief. 
M. Catharine Puskar for: 
Steven A. Hansen, LLC and WWIV Stevenson Avenue, LLC 

P r i n t  Name of A p p l i c a n t  or A g e n t  S i g n a t u r e  
Walsh, ~olucci; Lubeley, ~mrich & Walsh, PC 

(703) 528-4700 (703) 525-3197 
M a i l  i n g / S t r e e  t A d d r e s s  T e l e p h o n e  # Fax  # 

Arlington, Virginia 22201 November 26, 2008 
C i t y  a n d  S t a t e  Z ip  Code  D a t e  
------------- ------------- DO NOT WRITE BELOW THIS LINE - OFFICE USE ONLY 
-------------- -------------- 
Application Received: Received Plans for Completeness: 
Fee Paid & Date: % Received Plans for Preliminary: 
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All applicants must complete this form. 

Supplemental forms are required for child care facilities, restaurants, automobile oriented uses and 
freestanding signs requiring special use permit approval. 

I .  The applicant is the (check one): 

W Owner [ ]  Contract Purchaser 

[ I  Lessee [ ]  Other: 

State the name, address and percent of ownership of any person or entity owning an interest in the 
applicant, unless the entity is a corporation or partnership in which case identify each owner of 
more than ten percent. 

Steven A. Hansen. LLC is owned 100% bv Steven A. Hansen 

WWIV Stevenson Avenue, LLC is owned 100% by Wedgewood Investment 

Group whose manager is Mark Matan. 

Address: 4600 Wed~ewood Boulevard #A, Frederick, MD 21703 

If property owner or applicant is being represented by an authorized agent such as an attorney, 
realtor, or other person for which there is some form of compensation, does this agent or the 
business in which the agent is employed have a business license to operate in the City of 
Alexandria, Virginia? N /A 

[ ]  Yes. Provide proof of current City business license 

[ 1 No. The agent shall obtain a business license prior to filing application, 
if required by the City Code. 
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NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION 

2. The applicant shall describe below the nature of the request in detail so that the Planning 
Commission and City Council can understand the nature of the operation and the use, including 
such items as the nature of the activity, the number and type of patrons, the number of employees, 
the hours, how parking is to be provided for employees and patrons, and whether the use will 
generate any noise. If not appropriate to the request, delete pages 4-7. 
(Attach additional sheets ifnecessaty) 

Please s e e  a t tached  Narra t ive  Descr ip t ion .  
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3. How many patrons, clients, pupils and other such users do you expect? 
Specify time period (i.e., day, hour, or shift). 

NA - (121 unit residential building proposed) 

4. How many employees, staff and other personnel do you expect? 
Specify time period (i.e. day, hour, or shift). 

There may be up to one employee in the proposed residential 

building as maintenance staff/superintendent. 

5 .  Describe the proposed hours and days of operation of the proposed use: 

Day Hours Day Hours 
NA - residential use 

6 .  Describe any potential noise emanating from the proposed use: 

A. Describe the noise levels anticipated from all mechanical equipment and patrons. 

No significant noise levels, typical multi-family residential 

building. 

B. How will the noise from patrons be controlled? 

N/ A 

7. Describe any potential odors emanating from the proposed use and plans to control them: 
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8. I'ro\,itle information regarding k ~ s h  and litter generated by the use: 

A.  What type o1.1r:lsh and garlxige will be generated by the use'? 
Typical residential trash. 

B. I law much [rash and garbagc will be generated by the use? 

Typical residential trash for 121 units. 

C1. I-Iow often will trash be collected? 

Twice Der week. 

D. How will you prevent littering on the property, streets and nearby properties? 

Property management to monitor the immediate vicinity. - 

9. Will any hazardous materials, as defined by thc state or federal government, be handled, stored, or 
gcncrated on the property'? 

I I Yes. I xl No. 

If yes. provide the name, monthly quantity, and specific disposal method below: 

10. Will ;illy organic compounds, li)r example paint, ink, lacquer thinner, or cleaning or degreasing 
solvcnt, be handled. stored, or gcncrated on thc property? 

[ I Ycs. 1x1 No. 

I I' ycs. provide the name, monthly quantity, ant1 specific disposal method below: 
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1 1 .  What methods arc proposed to ensure the safety of residents, employees and patrons? 

l'here w i l l  be a c c e s s  s e c u r i t y  on a l l  doors .  --- - - .- 

ALCOIIOIA SALES 

12. Will the proposed use include thc sale of beer, wine, or mixed drinks? 

[ 1 Yes. 

If ycs, describe alcohol sales below, including if the ABC license will include on-premises and/or 
off-premises sales. Existing uses must describe their existing alcohol sales and/or service and 
idcnr i fy any proposcd changes in that aspect of the operation. 

PARKING AND ACCESS REQUIKEMENTS 

13. Provide information regarding tl~c availability of off-street parking: 

A.  I low many parking spaces are required for the proposed use pursuant to section 
8-200 (A) of the zoning ordinance? 

Tota l  r e q u i r e d  parking spaces  f o r  t h e  o f f i c e  u s e  and r e s i d e n t i a l  
use = 316 spaces/355 spaces  a r e  proposed.  

B. I low many parking spaces of cach type are provided for the proposed use: 

-- 161 Standard spilces 

160 - Compact spaces 
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13 Handicapped accessible spaces. 

21 Carpool Other. 

(13 Tandem - not counted toward required spaces) 

C. Where is required parking located? (check one) k ]  on-site [ ] off-site. 

If the required parking will be located off-site, where will it be located: 

N/A 

Pursuant to section 8-200 (C) of the zoning ordinance, commercial and industrial uses may 
provide off-site parking within 500 feet of the proposed use, provided that the off-site 
parking is located on land zoned for commercial or industrial uses. All other uses must 
provide parking on-site, except that off-street parking may be provided within 300 feet of the 
use with a special use permit. 

D. If a reduction in the required parking is requested, pursuant to section 8-100 (A) (4) or (5) of 
the zoning ordinance, complete the PARKING REDUCTlON SUPPLEMENTAL 
APPLICATION. 

14. Provide information regarding loading and unloading facilities for the use: 

A. How many loading spaces are required for the use, per section 8-200 (B) of the 

zoning ordinance? 0  

B. How many loading spaces are available for the use? 0  

C. Where are off-street loading facilities located? N/A 

D. During what hours of the day do you expect loadinglunloading operations to occur? 

Limited and short term loading and delivery only, generally 

occurring between 9 : 0 0  a.m. and 9 : 0 0  p.m. 

E. How frequently are loadinglunloading operations expected to occur, per day or per week, as 
appropriate? 

At resident move-in/move-out, approximately 1-2 times per month. 
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15. Is street access to the subject property adequate or are any street improvements, such as a new 
turning lane, necessary to minimize impacts on traffic flow? 

Street access as adequate. 



2.) Narrative Description 

Steven A. Hansen, LLC and WWIV Stevenson Avenue, LLC, (the "Applicant") is 
requesting a Development Special Use Permit (DSUP) with Site Plan to develop a 121 
unit residential building with below-grade parking to replace an existing surface parking 
lot and create a mixed use development on the property located at 6125 Stevenson 
Avenue. 

In the way of background, a 68,186 square foot office building with above-grade 
parking was constructed on the adjacent parcel, 6101 Stevenson Avenue, in 1985. The 
existing surface parking lot serves that office building. According to the City records, 
there have been five Special Use Permits (SUP'S) approved for 6 10 1 Stevenson Avenue. 
SUP'S 1857-and 1857A-C were approved beginning in 1986 for a 34-seat restaurant to 
operate in the ground floor of the office building. The "A", "B" and "C" SUP 
amendments were minor amendments for changes in ownership and hours of operation. 
SUP 2730 was approved in 1993 to operate a school security training program at the 
office building. These SUPS do not impact the proposed development. 

The Applicant proposes to consolidate the parcels (6.101 and 6125 Stevenson 
Avenue) and construct a 12 1 -unit, multi-family residential building to complement the 
existing office building. With this DSUP application and per Section 4-905(D) of the 
Zoning Ordinance, the Applicant requests an increase in height from 50' to 76'-6" for the 
residential building. The Applicant also requests 25,754 square feet of bonus density for 
the provision of affordable housing per Section 7-700 of the Zoning Ordinance. The 
Applicant will work with staff to determine whether the affordable units will be provided 
on site or whether the Applicant will make a contribution to the Affordable Housing 
Trust fund pursuant to a potential amendment to Section 7-700 by the City which would 
enable the Applicant to do so. 

Parking for the proposed residential building will be located in a new below grade 
parking structure under the residential building containing three levels parking and 230 
parking spaces. A portion of the office parking will be located within the residential 
parking garage and the remainder of the office parking will continue to be provided in the 
existing parking structure adjacent to the office building. Per the Zoning Ordinance, a 
total of 3 16 parking spaces are required for both the existing office use and the proposed 
residential building. A total of 355 parking spaces are proposed with this DSUP. 

The Applicant has worked diligently to create a cohesive and attractive mixed use 
project with the existing office building. While the project is outside of the ongoing 
Landmark Van Dorn Small Area Plan study boundaries, it is in close proximity and the 
Applicant believes that the proposal will hrther the goals of mixed-use redevelopment in 
the west end of the City. The Applicant looks forward to being among the first to move 
the City's vision forward with respect to revitalization of the LandmarkIvan Dorn 
corridor. 
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Sentinel - of Landmark 
---...- 

A3 Oil Strr?enson A venrre, ,.lle.rcrnclriu, Virginia 22303 Phone: 703-823- 1951 
FCLX: 703-823-8Y6j 

f : i n ~ ~ i / :  .\ ci7fi~1el. c.or?tio: I / ~ L , O ~ ~ C : L I . S I .  ; X I  --- 
Wehsi~r:  ~~:~,!~t~..r~cn/i~ii'/i~o~~~lo,s.oi~g 

April 5, 2009 

City of Alexiuidria 
Planning Commission 
3 0 1 King Street, Room 2 100 
Alexandria, VA 223 14 

KEF: 1)EVELOYMEN'I' SPECIAL USE PERMIT #2004-0028 

Dear Planning Commission: 

While the overall project seems to be consistent with the newly approved Landmark-Van Dorn 
Small Area Plan, I am expressing my community's rebuttal to the traific analysis conducted for 
the STEVENSON AVENUE RESIDENTIAI, project (DSLIP #2004-0028) and propose an 
alternative. 

I urge the Planning Commission to require the developerfund a traffic signal at the intersection 
of Stevenson Avenue and Yoakum Parkway and to require the Trdnsportation and 
Environmental Services to lower the speed limit to 30 mph (versus 35 niph) as an alternative to 
the proposed crosswalk/curb realignment. The proposed realignment alone will not force 
vehicles to slow down nor to prevent accidents. The current traffic controls consisting of in- 
pavement crosswalk signals and signage seem to be ineffective at encouraging pedestrian traffic 
or curbing speeding. 

Future t m s c  increases demand that the Planning Commission use this project to implement 
more effective traffic calming measures; existing traffic signals--at Stevenson Avenue and S 
Whiting Street and Yoakum Parkway and Edsall Road--should be used as a guide to mitigate 
traffic activity at Stevenson Avenue and Yoakum Parkway. The t d f i c  analysis by WelIs and 
Associates (see page 12, Section V "S@fTAndysis," Paragraph J '"TriiXc") clearly states that 
the vehicular traffic in this corridor will deteriorate from "B" to "C" status. Mom importantly, 
the short-sightedness of the crosswalk/curb realignment may require the city to spend hture 
funds on this issue without gwantecd assistance fiom the developer. 

Again, 1 urge the Planning Commission to use this development activity as a special opportunity 
to fix this corridor's pedestrian and vehicular traffic situation by encouraging urban practices 
versus suburban practices. 'fhis opportunity will also help to channel future traffic growth. IVe 



should not wait until either conditions deteriorate in the next few years or a pedestrian is 
seriously hurt. 

Very Respectfully, 

ROBERT A. KAPANUT 
President of the Board of Directors 
Sentinel of Landmark Unit Owners Association 

CC: 
President, Olympus Condominiums 
President, Watergate at Landmark 
President, Stevenson Court Condominiums 
President, Cameron Station Civic Association 
President, West End Business Association (WEBA) 
Manager, T u s m y  Apartments 
Manager, Strand at Alexandria 
Mayor/City Council, City of Alexandria 

A'M'ACHMENT: Docket #lo, DSIlP #2004-0028 



Docket Item #I 0 
Develupment Specid Use Permit #2004-0028 
6101 & 6125 Stevenson Avenue - Residential 

Purpose of Application 
The applicant proposes to consolidate two contiguous lots and develop the conglidated parcel 

- 

as a mixed-use lot by maintaining an existing ofice building and constructing a 121 unit multi- 
family building. The applicant requests development special use pennit approval to allow an 
additional 20% of floor area ratio and density for the provision of affordable housing and an 

Application 

Project Name: 
Stevenson Avenue 

Location: 
6101B6125Stevenson 
Avenue 

AppUcan t: 
Steven A. Hansen, LLC and 
WWIV Stevenson Ave, 
LLC by M. Catharine 
Puskar, attorney 

increase in height. 
Special Use Permits and Modlfhdans Requested: 
1) Special Use Permit for a 20% increase in the floor area ratio and density pursuant to Section 
7-700 of the Zoning Ordinance; and 
2) Special Use Permit to increase the height b m  50 to 77 feet. 

General 
PC Hearing: 
CC Hearina; 
I f  approved, DSUP 
Expiration: 

Plan Acreage: 

Zone: 

Pro sed Use: hrl 
Gross Floor Area: 

Small Area Plan: 
Historic District: 

Gteen Building: 

I 
..., -,~-......*-.u-- - 

Staff Recommendation: APPROVAL WITH CONDITIONS 

Data 
April 7,2009 
April 18,2009 

April 18,20 12 (36 months) 
Site A: 39,193 SF (.90 acre) 
Site B: 46,655 SF (1.07 acres) 
Total: 85,848 SF (1.97 acres) 
Ofice Commercial -Medium 
OCM(50) 
Residential with existing office 
121 units 
Residential: 103,696 SF 
Office: 80,000 SF 
Landmark - Van Dom 
N/A 

Project will achieve a minimum 
of 26 LEED points 

I PLANNING COhlMllSSION ACTION: I 
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- - - -- - ---- .- -. - - - - March 30, . 2009 

- - - - . - - I-.- -- TREET lM 
- - - City of Alexandria, Virginia - .- 

I _ - --I - 

To - -. t h e x o f  Planning Commission - -  andlor City Council, Alexandria, Virginia - -- - .- 

- -  

We, -- the undersigned owners -. 

. - 
is complete. - - -- 

- - - - - -- 

Building - . Contact Person: - Charily Avk-Lallernant. Properly Manager I ~e le~hone :  - 







.- ~ ~~~~ ~~~ -- ~ ~ .. ~ ..~... ~ ~~~ ~ ~ 

PE'TITION for STREET IMPROVEMENT 
City of Alexandria, Virginia 

.- . ~ ~ 

To the City of Planning Commission and/or City Council, Alexandria, Virginia 
~-~ ~ ~-p~ ------p-.------p-p--- 

We, -~ the undersigned owners and residents of the properties abutting the future site of residential building, 

5125 Stevenson Avenue, petition the city to install a traffic light at the intersection of Stevenson Avenue and 

Yoakum Parkway. Drivers typically speed through this busy intersection while our children are - trying to cross the 

street. We hereby ~ petition the Planning Commission ~ and/or City Council to take such ~ action as may be 

necessary to result ~ in continued ~ pedestrian safety after the new residential ~ mixed-use building construction -- 

is complete. ~. -.--p..-...-.-.p-----.----.-.--------- ~ ~ - - ~  ~ 

- _  b ____.----. . . . - -  --- 

Building ..~~ Contact Person: ~ 

C H A ~ ~ T Y  C ~ C C E Q ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :  - . . - - - - .- - .. 
T5-&??3-:-/~qSI--~ 

NAME 
COUNT ' (please print) I ADDRESS 

1 
PHONE 



47 ~ V W L  C o x  

51 ~ 





PC Docket Item # ) 0 
Case N u m b e r ( s ) B  >P - 

To: Alexandria Planning and Zoning Department 

Subj: Development Special Use Permit #2004-0028 
for 6125 Stevenson Ave 

First let me congratulate you on the work the staff and developers have completed to date. 
The document showed concern for the efforts to move this from a suburban cultured place to sleep, to 
a real neighborhood. The forward thinking of adding electric outlets to parking spaces, even if it is only if 
it is economically feasable, as well as the beginning of a trail providing a shorter walk to themall area, and 
the beginnings of tying us all together. 

I request you consider several areas which would add to the enhancement of the neighborhood. The first 
involves the upgrade of the intersection of Stevenson and ~ o k u m  Pkwy. When I walk my dog, I avoid 
crossing the street anywhere near this intersection. Cars fly down both hills toward the intersection at the 
bottom with no concern for cars pulling out or walkers trying to cross the street. I will also not drive north 
on Yokum to turn left onto Stevenson because it is just to tricky. We really need a full functioning traffic 
light at this intersection. The in ground lights currently in use do not work. If by chance a car yields to a 
pedestrian, one behind it will honk and pass on the right, creating a very dangerous situation. I think the 
new lighting system being reviewed for crosswalks is not sufficient enough given the amount of cut 
through traffic we currently experience. That system should be considered for the front of the Watergate 
where those catching busses take their life in their own hands daily. I would also have all the speed limits 
dropped to 25mph, the proper speed for a residential area. 

My other suggestion is an addition to item 72. Items to be included in the covenants concerning parking 
space use. The covenants should state that all vehicles meet state and local laws regarding registrations and 
reporting for property taxes. It should also state that the building will permit the local police to have access 
to the parking garage to enforce local regulations. I live in the Sentinel and last year in just walking 
through our garage I found out that 30% of the cars had no city sticker. Our rules clearly state that all 
vehicles in the garages must display valid stickers. When I brought it up to the board of directors they 
decided not to follow our own rules and allow anyone to park on the premiss. With Virginia having stricter 
rules than other areas we have seen the number of cars with Md. of DC tags increase. I think that rather 
than give the condo associations the choice of whether the police enforce these regulations or not could be 
headed off it it is required through the permiting process. We need the funds for the police to be out there 
watching out for our well being. 

Thanks 

David Behnke 
6300 Stevenson Ave 
Unit LL03 
Alexandria VA 22304 
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I 0  - 
Senti~eI of Landmark q-18-05  
6 M  S t m m n  Avmue, A l d a ,  Virginia 22304 Phone: 703823-1953 

F e  703-8234965 
E d :  senlinel.condo(ii2omcrrsr.net 
Website: mw.senhnhnelcondos.org 

April 5,2009 

City of Alexandria 
Planning Cornmi*n 
301 ~ i a g  $tree .R- 2100 
Alexandria, VA 22314 

REF: DEVE&OPMENT.SPECIAL . . U SE PERMIT #2004-0028 

Dear Planning conrmission; 

While the overall pmject seems .to be consistent with the newly approved Landmark-Van Dorn 
Small Area Plen, I am expressing m y  ~ommrmity's r e b d  to the tra£6c analysis oanducted for 
the STEaSON AVEBIE RE!S1DEMlAL project @SUP mo04-0028) and propose an 
altamtive, - 

I urge the Plamhg Commission to require the developrJrd a ' M c  sigd at thc intersedon 
of Stevenson Avenue and Yoakum .Parkway d to requirt the Trampomha and 
Enviro~td  Services to lower the speed limit to 30 mph (versus 35 nrph) as ad alternative to 
the pcojmd ~rw!SW@dc.urb digrrment. The proposed red&meat alone will rtot force 
v&clcs to slow down aoi to prevent accidents. rite cumat tr&c contFoIsconsirrtiag of in- 
pavement cmswdk sign& and signage stem to be hefktivt at encouraging pedtstriaa tndfic 
or curbing speeding. 

Future traffic incnases demand tbaS the P W n g  C b m m M i  use this prow to implement 
more ~ ' v e  lmtfic calmhg mawres; existing traffic signals-at Stevenscm Avenue and S 
Whiting S t m t d  Y& Parkway and h h d l  Rcad-dmuM be used as a guide to mitigate 
tmi?ic activity at Steyensm Avenw a d  Ydakum Pdcwqy. Tht t d 8 c  andpis by WeUs and 
Associates (see pege 12, Section V %ta€fAnalyais," Paragraph J @'Trafijc")lcariy states that 
tfievehi~O'afficiOtlu's~~mQrwilldetcriorateGrom~B~to~"~~imgoltently, 
the -9ightedn~ of the crosmradk/curb realignment may require the city to spend fidure 
fundsonthisissuewithoutguatatrteed8~9~fiorn~dev~lopa. 

~ I i ~ g e ~ P l a n a i a g ~ t o p s e O l i s ~ o g m e a ~ a c t i v i t y a s a s p e c i a l a p p o ~  
tu fix this conidor's pedesttian and vehicular trafEc .situation by en- urban jmclhs 
~~~6rmb\lrhaaprecticas.Tbisoppornmitywillalso~lptochanndfinaetrafficgrowth.Wt 
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should nok wait until e i k  conditions d&& in the next few years or a pedestrian is 
seriously hint. 

President of tbt Board of Ditrcctoxa 
Seatinel of Landmark Unit Owners Association 

CC: 
President, 01ym;us condominirtms - 
President, W a w  at Ladmark 
President, Stevenson Court Condominiums 
Resident, Caamn S&cm Civic A&m 
President, West End Bushwas Aseociation (WEBA) 
Maaager,T==Y Apertments 
hhmger, Strand strand AAleKawirie 
Maymicity Council, City of Alexandria 
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& a f f R c a m ~ :  APPROVAL WITH CONDITION8 
StdfRcvlcmn: PatrichEsbr, MCf P-Y&@E 
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O ~ ~ ~ P U S  703-823-1 71 7 
Watergate 703-370-28 1 5 
S tm~d  703-75 1 -765 1 
Mayor 703-838-6433 
Cammn p r e s i d e n t ~ e r ~ t i o n . o r g  - & ~ b ~ y a h o o . c o m  
Tuscany 703-2 22-6956 
WEBA exandnaweva.co~ 

unwslnuw~ Jn i a u r  r kmc 



Urge Alexandria City Council on Stevenson Ave and Yoakum Parkway 
Stmet lmpmvemenf 

New Bulldlng Address: 6125 Stevenson Ave 

Contractor/ New Bldg Owner: Matan Companies 

Docket: ~:l/dockets.akxandr&vaaaov~~nslozlDclhrO9IWO709/di10.~Cbf 

Public Hearings, Clty Hall-301 King Street: 

Saturday, April 18 - City Council @ 9:30 AM (FINAL HEARING) 
Tuesday, April 7 - Planning Commission @ 7:30 PM 

Background (Preambk): 

A proposal to develop a mixed-use lot by constructing a 121-unit condominium has 
been submitted to the City of Alexandria Planning and Zoning Department. The planned 
location for this project will be at the vacant lot located between the Olympus 
Condominium and the CSC office building. 

The proposed pedestrian improvements at the intersection of Stwenson Ave and 
Yoakum Parkway consist of: realignment of the existing eastern crosswalk and in- 
pavement pedestrian aossing warning lights. However, the proposed realignment alone 
will not force vehicles to slow down nor to prevent accidents. 

The new building will bring more residents and their guests to our neighborhood thus 
increasing the traffic on Stevenson Avenue between Yoakurn Parkway and South 
Whiting; making the congested area more prone to vehicular accidents. In addition, 
crossing Stevenson Avenue will become more difficult for pedestrians and our children 
in general and more dangerous situation during rush hour traffic. 

In an effort to increase neighborhood safety, we are requesting by way of the attached 
petition, that the City of Alexandria City Council amend the project proposal to include 
the installation of a sfreet tight at the intersection of Stevenson Avenue and Yoakum 
Parkway, which would be funded by the project's developer. 

Please take a moment to sign this petition by 5 p.m. on April 15, and keep our 
community safe and accident free. 

Robert A Rapanut Akisha Edogun 
President, Board of Directors Secretary, Board of Directors 
Board of Directors 
Sentinel of Landmark Unit Owners Association 



I PETITION for STREET IMPROVEMENT 1 
City of Alexandria, Virginia 1 --.----.. . . - .  . . .  ..y..-....-- ~ ----- I 

(TO the City of Planning Commission andlor C-ncit Alexandria, V e a  -.-. -. .- .-.. - 

- - - -- - - - - - - - - --- - - -- -- - -- .- - 

mcessary b result in continued pedestrian safety after the -- new residential mixed-use building construction 
is comp&te. - -- - -- - - - --- - . A  --- -- --------- 

Building Contact Penon :  - - 
I 

-l--- ---- - - - 
I I I 

MAME 1 
- I I 

COUNT (please print) ADDRESS PHONE SIGNATU RE 

1 ---.----- 
2 --- 
3 - . . . . . - . . - - - . - -----.- 

-- 

7 I 







Petition Background (Preamble) 

New Building Address: 61 25 Stevenson Ave 

Contracbrl New Bldg Owner: Matan Companies 

Contractor's Attorney at Law: M. Catherine Puskar; Walsh Colucci Lubeley Ernrich & Walsh 
PC; 5- .ca 

City Representative in Attendance: Jessica Ryan, AICP; Department of Planning and Zoning; 
* .  
jessIca.mn@hlemndria.~~v 

General 
City of Alexandria's Planning Cammission supports project. Contractor is currently proposing 125- 
Unit Condominium that meets existing Zoning: 

- (6) floors above ground and (3) Rows bdow ground for parking garage - 125 unfts: (1) studio; (88) 14ldrms; (36) 2-bdrms 
- (9) Affordable Housing Units @ $175.000 for 1 bdrms; $225,000 for 2 bdrms 
- 355 space parking garage 
- Will have a swimming pod 
- Secondary utilities will be underground 

Plan- C M n ~ i o n  Staffs Reason f o r  Sue- Project 
- They feel that the space is a good useful location and will provide residential 

convenience. 
- They want to make the vacant space a mixed-use site 
- They want to improve space and make it high quality 

Parking 
- Maintaining CSC Office Bdlg spaces 
- CSC Office Spaces = 144 office spaces; Residential Bdlg spaces = 172 reserved spaces 

for 125 units; at least one space will come with each unit 
- Resewed V~tor Parking 
- Meets required parking ratio 

Traftlc 
- Traffic study was done in late-November 2008 (Wore the BastSuy moved in) 
- As a result, traffic light currently & warranted by City of Alexandria 
- If street light L not installed, meeting attendee suggested speed limit on Stevenson Ave 

be reduced 



Financing 
- No financing secured yet Building will not be built unf l financing is secured 
- Construction may start approximately 18 months to 3 years from now 

Im~rovememts 
- Planning Commission Requirement - replace sidewalk(s) 
- Planning Commission Request - build a pedestrian walking trail behind building(s) out to 

Duke Street 
- Planning Corn mksion is working with Contractor on a Tres-Protection Plan (planting & 

preserving) 

Consbuctkn 
- They are not expecting street parking to be affected greatly by construct'mn equipment 

and vehicles 
- Parking will be leased or a shuffle will be p r o w  for workers 
- Prior to Construction - a neighborhood meeting will be held and a community liaison will 

be identified 

w l n a  ConcfusionlMaior Concern 
1. City of Alexandria's Planning Commission IS recommending the new building application 

to the Clty Council 
2. Traffic Congestion - neighbomood's want for a traffic light 
3. Pedestrian trail - increase in vagrants in the neighborhood 

Umwn&w Meetinas 
(last opportunities for neighborhood residents to voice concerns) 

Tuesday, April 7 @ 7:30 p.m. - Planning Commission Meeting 
Saturday, April 18 @ 9:30 a.m. -City Council Meeting 

The City Council has final say. If contradots application is deferred at the Planning Commission 
meeting, the application will not go to the April larn City Council meeting. 



Sentinel of Landmrk 
6300 8- AWW, 4- V@gbk 22304 Phone: 703-823-1951 

Pm: 703-823-8962 
Entoil: 8-g.J - 

Webs&: ~ ~ ~ ~ ' n e l c o n d o s .  org 

City of Alexandria 
PI.- Commission 
301 KiagStzwt,Roam2100 
Alemndria, VA 223 14 

REF: DEVELOPMENT SFEClAL UBE PERMIT #U)04-0028 

Dear Planning Cummimion: 

Whi k the o v d l  projed seam to be consiirtent with the newly appoved Lmdmark-Van D m  
S d  A m  Plan, I am a c p d n g  my oonnnunity's tebutEel to the M c  analysis conducted for 
the STEV~SON AVENUE RESIDENTVU,projcd @SUP C-) d propo~c m 
alkamtiive. 

1 ~ t h c P ~ ~ o n t a n ~ u i r e  t b e d e ~ ~ a t r a f f i c s i g n a l ~ t h e ~ o n  
of Sttvamn Avenue and Yaalwm Parkway and to rcquire the Tmqmtatbn olnd 
~ S e w i c e s t o l o ~ t h e ~ W b 3 0 t n p h ( v w s u s 3 5 m p h ) e s s n d ~ ~ ~ t o  
the proposed crosswaWcurb realipmmt The proposed realignment done will not fame 
vehiclestost0wQwnwr~peverr~dd~'Ihecurrent~~Isconsistingofin- 
p a v ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ w a l k s i g n a l s e n d a i ~ ~ b o b : ~ a ~ p e d b s t r i a n ~ c  
or curbing speeding. 

Future tra86c W demand that the Ftarining commmmn . . 
usedrispmjecttoimple~~nt 

more e f fdve  traac d d n g  rnmsmq exccti- lraflk sigmbat Stevenson Avenue and S 
WbitingS~dY~ParlrwayandEddlRoad~dbeud~a@~mitigrrtR 
traffic activity at Stevenson Amuc and Yoakum Parkway. 7 % ~  t&k analysis by Wtlb and 
~ a E e s ( s e e p g e  12,SGctionV~tadTAaai~"PacegrapbJT~")~y~thaa 
the vehicular traffic in this corridor will dct&xate hnn "B" to "C" status. Morr impartantly, 
tbe shatdghdnms of the croswaWrb reatignmeolt may q u h e  the city to spend &me 
~ 0 n t h i s ~ W i t b o u t g u a r a n t e b d r r s i s t a M e f r o m t h e ~ .  

q p a i n , I u r g c t b c P l a m i n g ~  . . 
to we this development activity as a special oJlpommity 

taffi~s&dor'spedestriaRand**~c~onbyeaao~urban~ces 
verwrrrsub\lrban~.ms~tywt?lalsok~tochanacl~trafficgrowtb.We 



SbOuMnotwaituntil cithadh-intbtneahyearsorapadestrianis 
sedoudy hut. 

ROBERT A R A P W  
-dent oftbe Board d l k s t o m  
Sentinel of Laadmatk Unit Ownem Asmiation 

cc: 
Pre§idant, Olympus Coadominiums . 
Pcaident, wamgak at l4uabfk 
Pnsident, St+vlcason Cout Codminiurns 
Resident, Cameron Station Civic Association 
President., West End Busbeas Asaociatioa (WEBA) 
Manrrger,-y&=-- 
Mamger,StrandatAfexandria 
Mayor/City Council, City of Alexandria 

ATTAG-: Dociret #lo, DSUP #20044W3 







Kendra JacobsIAlex 

0411 712009 03:27 PM 

To Jackie Henderson/Alex@Alex, Gloria Sitton/Alex@Alex 

cc Jessica Ryan/Alex@ALEX, Gwen Wright/Alex@ALEX 

bcc 

Subject Fw: Stevenson - Info for Council 

----- Forwarded by Jessica RyanJAlex on 04/17/2009 02:46 PM ----- 

sentinel.condo@corncast.net 

04/17/2009 02:43 PM To jessica.ryan@alexandriava.gov, patricia.escher@alexandriava.gov, 
gwen.wright@alexandriava.gov 

CC 

Subject 

This E-mail was sent from "RNPE949E9" (Aficio MP C4000). 

Scan Date: 04.17.2009 14:43:48 (-0400) 

Queries to: sentinel.condo@comcast.net 2009041 71 44349000.pdf 



---- 

street. We hereby petition the Planning Commission andlor City Council to take such action as may be--.----,----- 
necessary to result in continued pedestrian safety after the new residential mixed-use building conslr_uction 

----- 



I PETITION for STREET IMPROVEMENT I 
City of Alexandria, Virginia 

.................. ... ........ ... -. ..... -- I 
Co,qrnission andlor City Council, Alexandria, ......... Virginia .. . . -. - - . - - . . 

-- .......-.. .- ........... - 
IWe, the undersigned owners .- .. - -. - residents of the properties the ....... future site of residential building,] - . - . . . .  -- 

16125 ............. -- Stevenson Avenue, the ........... city to install a traffic light at the intersection ....... of Stevenson Avenue ....................... and -- I 
I~oakum ......... - ............. Parkway. - ..... Drivers typically - speed ................ - through ............... - this busy intersection while our . . children - . are trying to cross ..... .-..... 

Istnet. .. - .................... We herewetition the Planning ......................... andlor City Council to take such..action as may be -. .. . I I necessary -- .. to -. result ........... in - continued pedestrian safety aner the new residential mixed-use,buildipg construction 

p i ld ing  Contact - ................. Person: - . Charity AvB-Lallemant, Property ,Mgna9q ~ele~hone.703.823.1g5~..~_ .... 

Buildin Address: Sentinel of Landmark Condominiums, 6300 Stevenson Avenue, Alexandria, VA 22304 

COUNT 7 ~ P l ~ ~ ~ ~ n t l  . 1 T N J  p l - # ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ l  









David Behnke To william.euille@alexandriava.gov, 
<david@letdaviddoit.com> timothy.lovain@alexandriava.gov, councilmangaines@aol.com, 

04/20/2009 08:43 PM council@krupicka.com, delpepper@aol.com, 
CC 

Please respond to 71 David Behnke bcc 
<david@letdaviddoit.com' Subject COA Contact Us: Stevenson Ave Project 

Issue Type: 

First Name: 

Last Name: 

Street Address: 

City: 

State: 

Zip: 

Phone: 

Email Address: 

Subject: 

Time: [Mon Apr 20,2009 20:43:32] IP Address: [72.83.168.136] 

Mayor, Vice Mayor, and Council Members 

David 

Behnke 

6300 Stevenson Ave 
LL03 

Alexandria 

Stevenson Ave Project 

I would like to thank Councilman Wilson for asking questions concerning the 

City's ability to require condo associations to allow the police to inforce 

the city parking laws on Condominum property. The Sentinel is one of those 

lawless condos that does not enforce the city parking codes, or even their 

own bylaws when it comes to city personal property stickers. We had our 

run of auto break-ins last summer, and the police saturated the streets at 

night to try and at least prevent future incidents. At the same time we 

had an incredible percentage of non-city registered autos parking in on our 

property. Our police liasion was present for meetings on top of meetings, 

and having checks done inside our private lots to help educate the 

residents on how to prevent becoming a victim. Yet when the subject of 

inforcing our by-laws that require all vehicles meet city and state 

registration requirements, they stonewalled and I got tired of persuing it 

month after month. Even my arguement that we should at least be paying for 

Comments: 
all the extra attention by being sure everyone had a parking sticker, fell 



on deaf ears. Our previous property manager did not live in the city and 

enforced the rule strictly. The current manager has lived on site for two 

years with out one, says a lot. Maybe a program where scofflaws could be 

turned in would be an alternative. 

Secondly thanks to you Vice Mayor Del 

Peppers for persuing the street light isssue. The one thing we learned 

after the fact was that the traffic study was completed on a Thanksgiving 

holiday week. Unless you are mesuring traffic headed for National Airport, 

I doubt you would find much need for a light that week. I am sure that when 

a follow up is conducted we will have relief from this dangerous 

intersection. 

Thanks 
David Behnke 



SPEAKER'S FORM 

DOCKET ITEM NO. 1 
PLEASE COMPLETE THIS FORM AND GIVE IT TO THE CITY CLERK 

BEFORE YOU SPEAK ON A DOCKET ITEM 

PLEASE ANNOUNCE THE INFORMATION SPECIFIED BELOW PRIOR TO SPEAKING. 

1. NAME: 

2. ADDRESS: 

3. WHOM DO YOU REPRESENT, IF OTHER THAN YOURSELF? 

R POSITION ON THE ITEM? 
FOR: AGAINST: OTHER: 

5. NATURE OF YOUR INTEREST IN ITEM (PROPERTY OWNER, ATTORNEY, LOBBYIST, CIVIC 
INTEREST, ETC.): 

A%-kwnecl, 
6. ARE YOU RECEIVING COMPENSATION FOR THIS APPEARANCE BEFORE COUNCIL? 

This form shall be kept as a part of the permanent record in those instances where financial interest or 
compensation is indicated by the speaker. 

A maximum of three minutes will be allowed for your presentation, except that one officer or other designated 
member speaking on behalf of each bonafide neighborhood civic association or unit owners' association desiring 
to be heard on a docket item shall be allowed five minutes. In order to obtain five minutes, you must identify 
yourself as a designated speaker, and identify the neighborhood civic association or unit owners' association you 
represent, at the start of your presentation. If you have a prepared statement, please leave a copy with the Clerk. 

Additional time not to exceed 15 minutes may be obtained with the consent of the majority of the council present; 
provided notice requesting additional time with reasons stated is filed with the City Clerk in writing before 5 0 0  
p.m. of the day preceding the meeting. 

The public normally may speak on docket items only at public hearing meetings, and not at regular legislative 
meetings. Public hearing meetings are usually held on the Saturday following the second Tuesday in each month; 
regular legislative meetings on the second and fourth Tuesdays in each month. The rule with respect to when a 
person may speak to a docket item a t  a legislative meeting can be waived by a majority vote of council members 
present but such a waiver is not normal practice. When a speaker is recognized, the rules of procedures for 
speakers at public hearing meetings shall apply. If an item is docketed forpublic hearing at a regular legislative 
meeting, the public may speak to that item, and the rules of procedures for speakers at public hearing meetings 
shall apply. 

In addition, the public may speak on matters which are not on the docket during the Public Discussion Period 
at public hearing meetings. The mayor may grant permission to a person, who is unable to participate in public 
discussion at a public hearing meeting for medical, religious, family emergency or other similarly substantial 
reasons, to speak at a regular legislative meeting. When such permission is granted, the rules of procedures for 
public discussion at public hearing meetings shall apply. 

Guidelines for the Public Discussion Period 

(a) All speaker request forms for the public discussion period must be submitted by the time the item is called by 
the city clerk. 

(b) No speaker will be allowed more than three minutes; except that one officer or other designated member 
speaking on behalf of each bonafide neighborhood civic association or unit owners' association desiring to be 
heard during the public discussion period shall be allowed five minutes. In order to obtain five minutes, you must 
identify yourself as a designated speaker, and identify the neighborhood civic association or  unit owners' 
associat~on you represent, at the start of your presentation. 

(c) If more speakers are signed up than would be allotted for in 30 minutes, the mayor will organize speaker 
requests by subject or position, and allocated appropriate times, trying to ensure that speakers on unrelated 
subjects will also be allowed to speak during the 30 minute public discussion period. 

(d) If speakers seeking to address council on the same subject cannot agree on a particular order or method that 
they would like the speakers to be called on, the speakers shall becaIled in the chronological order of their request 
forms' submission. 

(e) Any speakers not called during the public discussion period will have the option to speak at the conclusion of 
the meeting, after all docketed items have been heard. 



APPLICATION for 
DEVELOPMENT SPECIAL USE PERMIT with SITE PLAN 

DSUP # 2 o o ~  -mdg 
PROJECT NAME: 6125 Stevenson Avenue 

PROPERTY LOCATION: 6 125 and 6 10 1 St evenson Avenue 

TAX MAP REFERENCE: 47 03-04-01 and 47.03-04-02 ZONE: OCM (50) 
M. Catharine Puskar for: 

APPLICANT Name: Steven A. Hansen, LLC and WWIV S ~ P V P ~ S O T ~  Avenue, LLC 

Address: 4600 Wedgewood Boulevard #A, Frederick, MD 2 1703 

PROPERTY OWNER Nanle: DYN Res LLC and Steven A. Hansen, LLC 

Address: 4600 Wedgewood Boulevard #A, Frederick. MD 31707 

SUMMARYOF PROPOSAL: Request for 121-unit residential building with 

below-grade parking to create a mixed-use development with existing office 

building. 
MODIFICATIONS REQUESTED: Request for additional height per Sec. 4-905 (D) 

and bonus density for the provision of affordable housing per Sec. 7-700. 

REQUESTED: Request for additional height (as indicated above). 

TIIE UNDERSIGNED hereby applies for Development Site Plan, with Special Use Permit, approval in accordance with 
the provisions of the Zoning Ordinance of the City of Alexandria, Virginia. 

THE UNDERSIGNED, having obtained permission from the property owner, hereby grants permission to the City of 
Alexandria to post placard notice on the property for which this application is requested, pursuant to Article XI, Section 11-301 (B) 
of the 1992 Zoning Ordinance of the City of Alexandria, Virginia. 

THE UNDERSIGNED also attests that all of the information herein provided and specifically including all surveys, 
drawings, etc., required of the applicant are true, correct and accurate to the best of his knowledge and belief. 
M. Catharine Puskar for: 
Steven A. Hansen, LLC and WWIV Stevenson Avenue, LLC 
Print Name of Applicant or Agent Signature 

4m 
Walsh, Colucci, Lubeley, Emrich & Walsh, PC 

2200 Clarendon Blvd., 13th Floor (703) 528-4700 (703) 525-3197 
Mailing/Street Address Telephone # Fax # 

Arlington, Virginia 22201 November 26, 2008 
City and State Zip Code Date 
------------- ------------- DO NOT WRITE BELOW THIS LINE - OFFICE USE ONLY 
-------------- 

Application Received: Received Plans for Completeness: 
Fee Paid & Date: $- Received Plans for Preliminary: 

c2' j . f  

PC ~ctioni Recommended Approval 7-0 4-7-09 q J 

CC approved PC recommendation 7-0 4/18/09 


